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The major objective of this program was to provide means of
 
controlling the temperature of an expansion chamber for use in cloud
 
physics experimentation. The original concept as proposed by MSFC was
 
to attach single stage thermoelectric modules in a close-packed con­
figuration over the entire surface of the chamber.
 
The pursuance of this program involved four distinct phases of
 
activity and conceptualization. Phase 1 was characterized by the
 
development of a mechanical design, thermal modeling, and computer
 
programming. Initial calculations were based on the approach as
 
outlined in the original MSFC RFP -- that of applying single stage
 
modules directly to the chamber. This approach proved to be marginal
 
requiring utilizing high quality thermoelectric materials, the maximum
 




Phase 2 added a thermoelectric pre-cooler between the space lab
 
water supply and the heat sinks of the chamber thermoelectric modules.
 
Although greatly improving the system steady-state performance, the
 
cool-down time was not acceptable to MSFC.
 
Phase 3 eliminated the pre-cooler and replaced the single stage
 
chamber thermoelectrics with multi-stage cascades. The cool down time
 
was enormously improved without sacrificing the steady-state
 
performance improvement made in Phase 2. However, this approach put a
 
large AT across the thermoelectrics in contact with the chamber and
 
thereby augmented potential isothermal problems.
 
I 
Itwas at this point in the program that BWTE was made aware of a
 
given transient cooling requirement. This requirement was not part of
 
the contract but was of the overall program. Attempts to simulate the
 
desired transient performance led to the conclusion that this con­
dition could not be met under the imposed constraints. A simple
 
calculation from the cooling slope required and the mass of the
 
chamber revealed that a heat extraction rate of 2960 watts from the
 
chamber at -100C (140F) was required. The maximum heat extraction
 
rate of even a 5-stage thermoelectric optimized for that temperature
 
using the full 1.5 kw power budget was less than 500 watts.
 
The fourth and final phase of the program involved a complete
 
change in the scope of effort. A contract modification was made
 
redefining the objectives ina revised statement of work. Ingeneral,
 
this involved the design and fabrication of a thermoelectric chiller
 
for use in-cooling a liquid reservoir. This removed responsibility
 
for cool down of the chamber, itself, from BWTE.
 
A subsequent reservoir chiller was designed, fabricated, tested,
 
and delivered to MSFC. An acceptance test was designed complete with
 
a reservoir thermally similar to that anticipated for the end item
 
usage. Test results established the accuracy of the thermal model as
 
well as unit compliance with all' specifications as stated in the
 
modified contract. Finally, calculations were made using this ther­







Thermoelectrics are finding increased utilization inaerospace
 
applications as a result of characteristics particularly compatible
 
with requirements. Thermoelectrics have the advantage of being,able
 
to heat, cool, and modulate temperatures by a simple feed back 4nput
 
current control. Having no moving parts, these control systems are
 
generally lighter, smaller-sized, and are potentially more effective
 
and reliable than competing temperature control systems.
 
The concept of applying thermoelectrics to cloud chambers was
 
introduced by Dr. Kassner of the University of Missouri-Rolla.
 
Borg-Warner Thermoelectrics (BWTE) supplied the thermoelectric modules
 
and provided some technical assistance for this application. BWTE had
 
and still has reservations about achieving the degree of isothermal
 
precision required over a large set of thermoelectrics.. However, BWTE
 
has made every effort to be fully responsive to program requirements
 
even though not formally committed contractually. Indeed, design
 
conceptualization underwent several phases in response to Marshall
 
Space Flight Center's (MSFC) requests even though each concept
 
technically met all contract requirements. The final phase involved a
 
redefinition of the scope of effort and corresponding contract
 






3. 	PHASE 1 - MODULES
 
The initial phase of this program was discussed in detail inthe
 
BWTE proposal dated May 28, 1975 submitted in response to MSFC RFP
 
#8-1-5-60-01462. Basically, it involved the thermal/mechanical design
 
of a system for cooling an expansion, cloud chamber using single stage
 




Thermoelectric modules were evenly distributed over the surface of
 
the cloud chamber. On sections 2 and 3, six modules were assumed on
 
each of the 32 flats, or a total of 192 modules per section.
 
Maintaining the same "packing density" of thermoelectrics, 64 modules
 
were placed on each end of the cloud chamber, sections 4 and 5 as well
 
as on the middle section 1. Half modules were used around the
 
viewports and on the cloud chamber ends and were included in the total
 




3.1.1 Heat Sink Considerations - For maximum isothermal con­
ditions, counterflow aluminum heat sinks were chosen. Three separate
 
heat sinks were considered to cover each of the 32 flats around the
 
periphery of the cloud chamber, one heat sink each on sections 2 and
 
3, and one on section 1. The water inlet and outlet was provided on
 
each end of the chamber. Additional heat sinks covering the modules
 



























respective ends. To provide parallel flow equalizing pressure drop
 
and flow rate in each section, a "gas burner type" manifold for the
 
input and output water was provided at each end of the chamber.
 
3.1.2 Physical Attachment - To minimize the thermal attach­
ment load a P'hoop" type compressive mounting system was developed for
 
this application. A series of cylindrical hoops with inside
 
dimensions approximately 1/2" larger than the outside dimension of the
 
heat sinks, drilled and tapped to hold set screws, were provided. A
 
set screw in the hoop was positioned over each heat sink. Tightening
 
the set screws evenly provided balanced clamping forces to each heat
 
sink. Using this system there was no thermal contact between the heat
 
sinks and the cloud chamber, and consequently no attachment heat load.
 
On the ends of the chamber the mounting system ismore difficult, so
 
128 1" long insulated stainless steel screws were provided to mount
 
the heat sinks. With this mounting design concept developed, the
 






3.2.1.1 Chamber Temperature - The chamber temperature
 




3.2.1.2 Heat Sink - The heat exhausted by the thermo­
7
 
electrics was to be dissipated by a heat sink which was, in turn,
 
cooled by a flow of water. The water inlet temperature was 60 to
 
800F. The water flow rate was 100-300 lbs/hr.
 
3.2.1.3 Supply Voltage - The available ranges of 
supply voltage were 15-22 volts, or 32-40 volts. Maximum system power 
budget was 1.5 kilowatts. 
3.2.1.4 Performance Prediction - The cool down rate
 




3.2.1.5 Thermal Loads - The thermal load distribution
 
from various sources was to be determined together with a development
 
of techniques to minimize these various thermal loads.
 
3.2.1.6 Module Design - The optimum number of modules
 
to be series-connected was to be determined. The smallest adequate
 
lead wire size was to be used.
 
3.2.2 Thermal Load Calculations - Initial calculations of
 
the heat sink water temperature rise at maximum input power indicated
 
a minimum of 20 to 60°F depending on water flow rate. Consequently,
 








3.2.2.1 Radiation - The view factor of the radiation
 
surfaces was assumed to be 1.0. The emissivity of -these surfaces was
 
assumed to be 0.4. The effective emissivity of the two plates was
 
calculated according to equation 3.2.2.1.1:
 
3.2.2.1.1 1 +1 =0.25 
El 62 
where: es C= 0.4 
The equation for the total radiative thermal load on the cold chamber
 
is given inequation 3.2.2.1.2:
 
3.2.2.1.2 QR = aseA 0 (THHS4- TCCHk4) 
3.659 x 10-11watts
 where: a = 
TCCH = Chamber Temperature 
THHS = Heat Sink Temperature 
Ao = Chamber Outside Area 
3.2.2.2 Convection/Conduction - The ambient air pres­
sure for convection/conduction loss calculations was assumed to be 15
 
psia. The thermal load for this condition was calculated by simply
 
assuming air conduction loss between the plates. It was determined
 
that natural convection losses in this air space were negligible
 
compared with conduction losses. The equation for air conduction loss
 




3.2.2.2.1 QC - AoK (THHS - TCCH)La
 
where: L = Distance Between Plates
 
K a = Thermal Conductivity in Air
 
3.2.2.3 	Windows - The proximity of the windows to the
 
such that the heat sink temperatures were not
heat sinks was 

the thermal
instrumental in the thermal load due to the windows, i.e. 

load due to the windows was a function of the ambient temperature and 
the chamber temperature. The equation for the heat load due to 
windows is given in equation 3.2.2.3.1: 
3.2.2.3.1 QW = h Aw (TANB - TCCH) 
where: h = 2 BTU/hr ft2 0F
 
Aw = 169 in
2
 
TAMB = Ambient Temperature
 
3.2.2.4 Lamps - Two 30-watt lamps were assumed with
 
89% transmission losses. Therefore, the thermal load due to the lamps
 
was 6.6 watts constant for the system.
 
3.2.2.5 Attachment - The mechanical description
 
formulated in Section 3.1 indicated the usage of 128 one inch long
 
stainless steel #4 machine screws to mount the thermoelectric modules
 
in compression between the heat sinks and chamber on either end of the
 
chamber. The following equation was generated which expresses the
 






3.1.2.2.5.1 QA = NS KS s (THHS - TCCH) 
where: 	 NS = Number of screws 
KS = Thermal conductivity of screws 
As = 	 Cross-sectional area of one 
screw 
Ls = 	Length of screw
 
3.2.3 Design Model - The mathematical model used for design
 
calculations isshown inFigure 3.2.3.1. Indicated thermal loads were
 
calculated according to the equations developed in Section 3.2.2. The
 
water flow passage was designed to form a single loop to minimize
 
thermal gradients inthe heat sinks. A nominal value of 5W/C/in was
 




Thermal analysis of the system indicated a significant heat sink
 
limitation resulting ina relatively high heat sink temperature rise
 
inthe maximum power condition. Consequently, it was discovered that
 
the combination of highest flow rate, 300 lb/hr, and lowest
 
temperature, 600F, of coolant water together with the optimized
 
application of the highest quality thermoelectric material was
 
required to meet the low temperature specification. The results of
 





























QR - Radiation Load TCTE - Cold Side of Thermoelectrics
 
QC - Conduction Load THTE - Hot Side of Thermoelectrics
 
QL - Lamp Load TCCH - Chamber
 
QW - Window Load
 
QA - Attachment Load
 
HEAT SINK HEAT FLUX
 
TWI - Inlet Water Temperature QCTE - Heat Pumped by Thermoelectric
 
TWO - Outlet Water Temperature Module
 
WFRFR - Water Flow Rate QHTE - Heat Exhausted by Thermoelec­
tric Module
 






THERMOELECTRIC MODULE SYSTEM DESIGN DATA
 
Mechanical Description 	 System Power Conditions
 
HT SNK (WT*MIN/F) = 202.00 	 APPLIED VOLTAGE : 20.0 
CHAMBER (WT*MIN/F) : 255.00 	 INITL CURNT (AMPS) = 90.6
 
INSD AREA (SQ IN) : 907.00 FINAL CURNT (AMPS) = 74.1 
OUTSD AREA (SQ IN) : 1120.00 INITL POWER (WATTS) = f811.1 
HEAT SINK EFF = 0.95 FINAL POWER (WATTS) = 1481.2 
WTR FLW RT (LB/HR) = 300.00 
Thermoelectric Parameters 	 Thermal Loads (Watts)
 
NUMBER OF STRINGS = 18.000 RADIATION - 45.40 
MODULES/STRING : 32.000 CONV/COND = 193.41 
COUPLES/MODULE = 7.000 WINDOWS - 51.52 
T.E. L/A (/CM) = 7.820 	 ATTACHMENT 20.42 






T.E. COLD = -15.11
 
T.E. HOT : 82.35 
HEAT SINK = 81.29 
WATER IN : 60.00 
WATER OUT = 80.23 
3.3 Transient Performance Calculations
 
A computer simulation program was generated with the constraints
 
outlined, in the thermal model shown in Figure 3.2.3.1. The pertinent
 
results are shown in the transient cool down performance curve of
 
Figure 3.3.1. It is observed that the chamber temperature is very
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ELAPSED TIME (MIN) 
FIGURE 3.3.1 Transient Cool-Down Performance 
(Single-Stage TE) 
14 
truly at equilibrium within two hours after initial turn-on. Figure
 
3,3.2 illustrates the build-up of the thermal load components as a
 




The concern for the design generated in this initial phase of the
 
contract was that the assumed conditions of 60'F space lab water at
 
300 lb/hr flow rate and full power budget of 1.5 kw could not be
 
realized simultaneously on a continual basis in practice. 
Furthermore, concern was expressed by BWTE that the large module AT 
required (97.5°F) would augment thermal variance between modules. 
Therefore, a pre-cooler concept was introduced to correct these 
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FIGURE 3.3.2 Transient Thermal Loads on Chamber 
16 
4. PHASE 2 - PRE-COOLER PLUS MODULES
 
The concept of pre-cooling the liquid coolant in the cloud chamber
 
heat sinks was studied. The advantage of this approach was that the
 
heat sink temperature could be maintained closer to the desired
 
temperature in the cloud chamber using the thermoelectrics on the
 
cloud chamber as trimmer coolers rather than primary coolers. This
 
would result in much closer temperature control of the cloud chamber.
 
The thermal model is shown in Figure 4.1. In order to eliminate
 
as many variables as possible the space lab flow rate-specific heat
 
product was set to 200 BTU/hr°F by MSFC. The effect of chamber inlet
 
temperature on the design of the pre-cooler and chamber
 
thermoelectrics is shown in Figure 4.2. It is clear from this figure
 
that the optimum chamber heat sink inlet temperature was approximately
 




Calculations were made on the effect of heat sink effectiveness on
 
the system design. Itwas clear from those results that neither the
 
chamber heat sink nor the pre-cooler effectiveness had a very dramatic
 
effect on the input required. Therefore, the most reasonable combina­
tion of these values was chosen for subsequent calculations, namely
 
0.80 for both heat sinks.
 
The predicted performance of the pre-cooler/chamber system is
 
shown in Figure 4.3. Since the size and weight of the pre-cooler were
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pre-cooler weight. Additionally, the input power to the pre-cooler as
 
well as the chamber was increased to the largest acceptable values to
 




Since the cool down time was approximately 2-4 hours, an alternate
 
design approach was considered. That is, the limiting factor in cool
 
down time was the large thermal mass of the pre-cooler water loop. In
 
the alternate design, the pre-cooler is completely eliminated and a
 
staged thermoelectric cooler is used between the chamber heat sink and
 






5. PHASE 3 - CASCADES
 
5.1 Design and Performance Calculations
 
The configuration studied in this phase of the program was
 
identical to that described in Phase 1 with one exception: The
 
thermoelectric module as shown was replaced with a multi-stage
 
thermoelectric cascade. Results of the effect of thermoelectric
 
cascading on steady-state performance are shown in Figure 5.1.1. It
 
is observed that the two-stage case required approximately the same
 
input power as the optimized pre-cooler/chamber system described in
 
Phase 2. Indeed, thermoelectrically they are nearly equivalent.
 
Transient cooling characteristics of an optimized 2 and 3-stage
 
cooler are shown in Figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, respectively. It is
 
observed that, in spite of the higher efficiency of the three-stage
 
cooler, the transient performance in the region of interest is
 
practically identical. This is due to the added mass and distributed
 
heat pumping of the 3-stage unit versus the more compact 2-stage unit.
 
Consequently, subsequent efforts concentrated on the two-stage design.
 
Further calculations showed that a slight improvement in the
 
initial cooling transient was evidenced byincreasing the thermal mass
 
of the heat sink. Of course, a more dramatic effect could be obtained
 
by decreasing the thermal mass of the chamber. The calculations for a
 
chamber with 1/2 the mass of the original design (wall thickness
 
approximately 0.31" versus 0.625") are shown in Figure 5.1.4 for a
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2-STAGE TE: CA0851106-16-7 
CHAMBER MCp = 255 watt-min/°F 
HEAT SINK MCp = 202 watt'min/F 
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FIGURE 5.1.2 Transient Performance -
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FIGURE 5.1.3 Transient Performance 























CHAMBER MCp = 127.5 watt-min/0 F
 
HEAT SINK MCp = 404 watt-min/°F
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- Two Stage Cascade
 




be expected under the imposed constraints. Any further reduction in
 
wall thickness decreases the "thermal filtering" and jeapordizes the
 




In anticipation of utilizing similar coolers in the final design,
 
MSFC placed an order for 40 two-stage cascades, Model #952-16-7, for
 
use in a test designed by MSFC personnel. These coolers were
 
different from those in Figures 5.1.2 and 5.1.4 in thermoelectric
 
pellet dimensions. That is, the 952-16-7 cooler is fabricated from
 
pellets 0.055" x 0.055" in cross-section by 0.063" high; whereas the
 
CA0851106-15-7 cooler is fabricated from pellets 0.085" x 0.085" in
 




It was at this point in the program that BWTE was first made aware
 
of certain transient cooling specifications required for the proper
 
execution of the cloud physics experiments. These desired cooling
 
specifications are shown in Figure 5.3.1. This data was entered into
 
the computer program and a simple thermostatic approach was applied.
 
That is,the cooler power was full on if the chamber temperature was
 
above the curve and completely off otherwise. The results of these
 
calculations are shown in Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 for the two respec­
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FIGURE 5.3.1 Transient Cooling Specifications 
28 
Thermostatically Applied Power = 1500 Watts,
 
Chamber MCp = 127.5 Watt'Min/°F
 
Heat Sink MCp = 404.0 Watt'Min/°F
 























FIGURE 5,3.2 Transient Performance of Thermoelectric
 




Thermostatically Applied Power = 1500 Watts
 
Chamber MCp = 127.5 Watt.Min/°F
 
Heat Sink MCp = 404.0 Watt.Min/°F
 






















FIGURE 5.3.3 Transient Performance of Thermoelectric
 




facts of the program due to arbitrary time interval selections.)
 
Every attempt was made to maximize performance: The full power
 
budget of 1.5 kw, the maximum heat sink flow rate of 300 BTU/hr0F, the
 
minimum heat sink flow temperature of 600F, a "double-sized" heat sink
 
mass, and a "minimum" chamber wall thickness of 0.31 inches.
 
Nevertheless, the steeper portions of the spec. curves could not be
 
met in either transient case.
 
Furthermore, fundamental calculations based solely on the required
 
cool down rate and the chamber mass revealed that 2960 watts of heat
 
pumping was required down to 14°F chamber temperature. Consequently,
 
the required Coefficient of Performance COP = heat pumped input
 
power, was approximately 2.0. This value was totally unattainable by
 




Itwas concluded from the above calculations that thermoelectrics
 
could not provide the degree of cooling on a real time basis to meet
 
the desired transient condition given in Figure 5.3.1. Although this
 
transient was not a contractual requirement on the part of BWTE, MSFC
 
decided to seek yet another approach. This involved a totally
 
different method of cooling the chamber and a redefinition of the
 
scope of effort required by BWTE. This fourth and final phase of this
 




6. PHASE 4 - RESERVOIR CHILLER 
This final phase of the contract required a contract modification
 
to formally redefine the scope of effort. In general, the revised
 
statement of work was concerned with the thermoelectric cooling of a
 
liquid reservoir which was to be used, in turn, to cool the chamber. 




The conceptual schematic of the expansion chamber thermal control
 
system is shown in Figure 6.1.1. The thermoelectric chiller on which
 
BWTE was to concentrate its activities is shown in more detail in
 
Figure 6.1.2. Due to the constraints of funding and delivery
 
schedule, itwas mutually decided that BWTE utilize approximately 1100
 
watts input power and simply design the chiller to extract the maximum
 
heat with the cold side at -30°C and the hot side at +300C.
 
6.1.1 Thermoelectric - A two-stage design was chosen for
 
this application. The optimum couple ratio from the bottom stage to
 
the top stage was 2 to 3 depending on the final operating temperatures
 
of the respective sinks. The best mechanical versus thermal trade-off
 
indesign was to use a standard 12 x 12 T.E. pellet array as the
 
bottom and a standard 8 x 8 T.E. pellet arrray as the top stage.,
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dimensions so that the assembled cascade had the overall appearance of
 
a single parallelpiped module as opposed to the normal pyramid 
structure. The resulting couple ratio was 70/31 or 2.26 ingood 
agreement with optimization requirements. 
The resulting optimum input power for each thermoelectric cascade
 
was 5.75 volts at 3.0 amps. Since the maximum allowed system voltage
 
was 22 volts, three cascades inseries were selected yielding a system
 
voltage of 17.3 volts. An even number of these 3 cascade sets was
 
required due to the symmetry of the design (Figure 6.1.1.1). Conse­
quently, 18 sets were chosen yielding an input power requirement of
 
17.3 volts at 54.0 amps. The calculated heat pumping at the design
 
point was 2.5 watts per cascade or 135 watts for the system. Inthe
 
turn-on condition when the entire system was at ambient, the heat
 
extraction rate was about 500 watts. The net heat extracted from the
 




The electrical resistance was measured on each cascade 
manufactured. The observed range was 1.58 to 1.70 ohms. The two 
resistance extremes were chosen, inaddition to two other cascades 
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CASCADE TEST RESULTS, HEAT SINK = 35°C 
Serial No. I(amps) V(volts) A Q(watts) Res.()
 
8 4.08 8.37 90.5 0.0 1.70
 
17 4.10 7.60 87.0 0.0 1.58
 
25 4.02 7.95 90.5 0.0 1.65
 
39 4.07 7.90 91.7 0.0 1.62
 
Predicted 4.05 7.50 89.0 0.0 1.58
 
Predicted Opt. 3.03 5.75 65.0 2.5 1.58
 
The observed performance variance within this set of cascades was
 
due most likely to thermoelectric material parameter variance.
 
However, none were rejected since the average of the coolers tested
 
exceeded the expected cooling performance.
 
6.1.2 Heat Sinks - The envelope dimensions of the heat sinks
 
were designed to be consistent with the layouts of the thermoelectric
 
designs. Finned passages were used such that the maximum expected AT
 
between the sinks and the outlet fluid was 5.8°C and 1.2C for the hot
 




A complete set of drawings was generated governing the fabrication
 




the BWTE number: 2600-0018, dated 7/2/76. The various stages of
 




An acceptance test was designed as shown schematically inFigure
 
6.3.1. The 12" x 18" x 18" reservoir was insulated with 4"of poly­
urethane. The cold fluid piping was insulated with 2" (on radius) of
 
Armstrong insulation with K = 0.0208 BTU/hr ft OF. The total length
 
of the piping was 5.2 ft. Figures 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 are photographs of
 
the system assembled as ready for test.
 
A zero load AT test was made prior to the system simulation test.
 
This test differed from the system test in that no cold fluid was
 
allowed into the chiller. This test, of course, had a much faster
 
transient and allowed a determination of the quality of the
 
thermoelectric chiller apart from the system parameters. Detailed
 




6.4 Analysis - The calculated heat loss conductance of the cold
 
system was 0.4859 watts/0C with 0.2536 watts/0C due to the reservoir
 
and 0.2323 watts/0C due to the piping. The thermal capacitance of the
 
cold system minus the chiller was 2560 watt min/0 C. The heat sinks
 
plus the water contained inthem was 242.7 watt min/*C. The cold sink
 
alone (zero load test) was 33.8 watt min/0 C and filled with the
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Upper SinkWater FlowLower Sink ml/min/ 
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18.8 23.9 22.9 22.0 21.8 22.5 21.6 
Upper Plate 
Inlet End 





A7 19.2 -28.8 -43.2 -48.4 -50.3 -51.0 -51.2 
T-Cold Exch. 
Upper Plate 
Outlet End A 19.3 -25.3 -40.9 _ -46.4 -48.5 I -49.3 -49.5 
Table 6:3.1 (Con't) 
NO LOAD AT MEASUREMENT: MARSHALL CHILLER 
(1 Min/Set of Readings) 
Reading 
T-Cold Exch. 
Lower PlateInlet End 
Units 
Ueter 






































OutletT-Inlet H20Upper Sink 









































_ _ Position 















































































































































































































_____ _____ _____ 
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Table 6.3.2 (Con't)
 
MARSHALL CHILLER PERFORMANCE TEST
 
Reading Unit eter t=O 
___ _ Position 
T-Cold Exch. , A 
Lower Plate A9 24.8 
Inlet End­T-Lower Sink 0C














T-netSink F Bi 63.0 
T-Outlet H20 °F B2 63.1Upper Sink 




























































































































MARSHALL CHILLER PERFORMANCE TEST
 
Reading Units r t=4 hrs. 

n__osition 
Water Flow ml/mi 1890 
Upper Sink _ _ 
Water Flow ml/m 1890 
Lower Sink !!__1890 
Applied VDC 18.3 
Voltage 
Applied AMPS 59.6 
Current 
Cascade #42 Al 25.8 
TH-Stage #1 0C
Cascade #42 A 25.6 

Tc C. 1. 
Cascade #42 -A 1. 
T-Upper Sink ACA4 19.0 
T-Upper Sinlk




































































































































































































































































A summary of the calculated parameters at the transient condition
 
where calculations were arbitrarily terminated isgiven in Tables
 
6.4.1 and 6.4.2 for both test simulations. The calculated results of
 
the most important system parameters throughout the entire cool down
 
period are shown as the solid curves in Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. The
 
actual test data are plotted onto these calculations for comparison.
 
It is observed that the actual current isbelow the predicted
 
values. This is due to the lower calculated versus measured cascade
 
resistance as shown in Table 6.1.1.1. However, the cool down
 
characteristics illustrated in Figures 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 were in
 
excellent agreement with predictions. The fact that the heat sink ran
 
at lower than predicted temperatures was consistent with lower than
 
calculated power consumed and exhausted into the heat sinks.
 
Improvements could be made inthe thermal model by determining the
 
parameters of the actual thermoelectric material composing the
 
cascades and exchanging the resulting formulae with the "standard"
 
formulae utilized in the model. Nevertheless, the basic thermal model
 
issufficiently accurate for use as a tool to study various parameti­




Performance prediction calculations were made using the computer
 
model verified by the acceptance tests. No attempt was made to improve
 
or otherwise change the mathematical model, thus, the same slight dis­







ZERO LOAD AT PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION
 
54 TE UNITS, MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
WIRED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
Thermoelectric Device Physical Description
 
Height (inch) = 0.4300 Weight (grams) = 21.129 
Resistance (ohm) = 1.579 
Cold MCP per TE Device (Watt sec/C) = 0.37528E+02 
Hot MCP per TE Device (Watt sec/C) = 0.26973E+03 
Cold, Hot, Interstage Conductivity (Watt/Sq in/C) = 6.3, 6.3, 20.0 
TE Material COMM COMM 
Couple Distribution 70.00 31.00 
Pellet Width (inch) 0.0550 0.0850 
Pellet Length (inch) 0.0630 0.1510 
Stage Area (Square inch) 1.4400 1.4400 
Alumina Thickness (inch) 0.0300 0.0300 
Bus Bar Thickness (inch) 0.0150 0.0320 




Plate Temperature (0K) 297.54 219.83
 
Inlet Temperature (0K) 291.00
 
Outlet Temperature (0K) 295.64 219.83
 
Heat Out of Fluid (Watt) -1223.49 0.00
 








Heat Transfer Coefficient 127.9112
 
Pressure Drop (inH20) 0.1087 0.0000
 
Bend Factor (in H20) 0.0013 0.0000
 
Flow Rate (lb/hr) 500.00 0.00
 
Exchanger Weight (Lb) 41.75 11.60
 
'Fin Length (inches) 12.000 12.000'
 
Fin Height (inches) 1.205 0.510
 
Fin Thickness (inches) 0.015 0.015
 










54 TE UNITS, MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
WIRED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
Thermoelectric Device Physical Description
 
Height (inch) = 0.4300, Weight (gram) = 21.129, Resistance (ohm)! 1.579 
Cold MCP per TE Device (Watt Sec/C) = 0.55448E+02 
Hot MCP per TE Device (Watt Sec/C) = 0.26973E+03 
Cold, Hot, Interstage Conductivity (Watt/sq in/C) = 6.3, 6.3, 20.0 
.TE Material COMM COMM 
Couple Distribution 70.00 31.00 
Pellet Width (inch) 0.0550 0.0850 
Pellet Length (inch) 0.0630 0.1510 
Stage Area (Square inch) 1.4400 1.4400 
Alumina Thickness (inch) 0.0300 0.0300 
Bus Bar Thickness (inch) 0.0150 0.0320 
Exchanger Factor Hot Cold
 
Fluid Type Water 60%EG
 
Plate Temperature (0K) 297.46 237.41
 
Inlet Temperature (°K) 290.40 239.54
 
Outlet Temperature (0K) 295.41 237.88
 
Heat Out of Fluid (Watt) -1321.18 140.84
 
Plate to Plate Loss (Watt) 11.76 11.76
 
Prandtl Number 7.15441 634.70589
 
Reynolds Number 58.04 1.30
 
Nusselt Number 6.4964 5.1570
 
Heat Transfer Coefficient 127.7608 77.8288
 
Pressure Drop (inH20) 0.1098 24.1420
 
Bend Factor (inH20) 0.0013 0.0065
 
Flow Rate (lb/hr) 500.00 250.00
 
Exchanger Weight (Ib) 41.75 11.60
 
Fin Length (inches) 12.000 12.000
 
Fin Height (inches) 1.205 0.510
 
Fin Thickness (inches) 0.015 0.015
 
Number of Fins 32.00 32.00
 










Ambient Temperature (°K) 297.09
 
Res Temperature (0K) 239.54
 
MCP (Watt Min/C) 2650.0
 
Loss Cond (Watt/C) 0.4859
 






APPLIED VOLTAGE = 6.333 VOLTS/CASCADE 
HEAT SINK = 0.2697E+03 WT*SEC/C/CASCADE, LB 
COLD SPOT = 0.3753E+02 WT*SEC/C/CASCADE 






CASCADE CURRENT (1.00 ANPS/MAJ DIV) 
240 
220 
5 10 15 20 
ELAPSED TIME (MINUTES) 
25 30 35 







HEAT SINK = 

310' COLD SPOT = 0.5545E+02 WTSEC/C/CASCADE
 
HEAT SINK FLOW = 500 LB/HR
 
250 LB/HR (60% ETHYLENE GLYCOL + 40% WATER











CASCADE CURRENT (1.00 AMPS/
 
4 1AJ DIV





















is expected to be present in these calculations.
 
The following set of input parameters were used:
 




Hot Flow Rate: 100, 300, 500 lb/hr.
 
Cold Flow Rate: 100, 150, 200, 300, 500, 700 lb/hr.
 
Hot Inlet Temperature: 70°F (294.30K)
 
Applied Voltage: 18.5 volts
 
The resulting system parameters for each combination of the above
 
input parameters are given in the appendix. The most important output
 
parameter, cold outlet temperature, is illustrated in Figure 6.5.1. It
 
was plotted as the inverse of the cold flow rate because of the nearly
 






Heat Sink Inlet = 70OF 





70 - 500 
20_ 70 - 300 
70 - 100 















The first three conceptual phases of this program involved the
 
thermal control of a cloud physics expansion chamber by attaching
 
thermoelectric devices directly onto the chamber, The initial concept
 
was based on a very optimistic input from the space lab heat
 
exchanger. The subsequent two concepts both provided technically
 
feasible system approaches to meet all contractual requirements.
 
Indeed, the third phase was initiated as per MSFC's request solely for
 




Near the conclusion of the third phase, BWTE was informed of a
 
specific transient requirement. Simple calculations using this
 
requirement plus the mass of the chamber revealed that the transient
 
condition could not be met on a real time basis using thermoelectrics.
 
The limiting factor was the thermoelectric cooling "efficiency"
 
limitation at the specified temperature conditions. This resulted in
 




A thermoelectric chiller unit was proposed to cool a liquid reser­
voir to -30'C for use in the thermal control of the chamber. A
 
corresponding contract modification was made altering the scope of
 
effort. A thermal model was generated and the resulting chiller was
 
designed, fabricated, tested, and delivered. This unit met all 
requirements of the modified contract. The accuracy of the thermal 











1) Cold Inlet Temperature: O°F (255.40K), 350F (274.90K), 70OF (294.30K)
 
2) Hot Flow Rate: 100, 300, 500 lb/hr.
 




1) Hot Inlet Temperature: 70'F (294.30K)
 








SYSTEM PERFOrMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237
 
So TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
AIRED AS IR PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES--

THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 WEIGHT (GRAM): 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PER JE UEVICE (ATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E+02 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C)= 0.269?3E03 
_COLQPOT.1NTERSTAGE CUND'JCTIVITY (tNATT/S0 IN/C):_6,3,_ 6.3,-20.0 -----
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE OI5Tk1I.TIUJ= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET /IOTH (INCH)= 0.05,0 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA__(Su INCH): 1.4400 1.4400-- _ --

ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 n0o00
 
BUS-BAR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0190 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACIOR HOT COLD
 
FLUIO IYPE *ATEQ bOZEG
 
PLATE lEmP ( 316.77 251. - . .. - . . ....... . . . .....
 
INLET rEP () 294.30 255.40
 
OUTLET TE-P (K) 316.73 251.32
 
HT Out OF FLO() -118.1 144.88
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (h) 1?.85 12.85
 
PRANOTL ,NUMPERt 9.'e66 231.32P74
 
REYNOLDS NUMMEN 15.3- 1.50
 
NUSSELT NUNMEk 6. iaa0 I.0151
 
HEAT TRNSFR CuEF 129.3?71 75.0602
 
PRSS DRP(IN H20) 0.01b5 3.3508
 
BEND FPw(IN M20) 0.0001 0.0010
 
FLOW kr (L{/H)i 100.00 100.00
 
EXCH hEIGHT (04) 41.75 11.b0
 
FIN LENTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.019 0.015
 
NUMBER OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
_ FIN EPSILON 0.9980i 0.96944
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SYSTEM PEWFURYANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01"121/77 1240
 
54 TE UNITS MUDEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
--ARED AS IA PARALLEL SETS OF 3_UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERMUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION'
 
HEIGHT (INCH): 0.4300 EIGHT (GRAM)= P1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM): 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER IE DEVICE (VATT*SEC/C): 0.55448E+02
 
HUT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (ArT*SFC/C)= O.26973Et03
 
_ CL__j,H0tINTEHSTAEE CUNDUCTIVITY (0ATT/S0 IN/C)= 6.3, 6._0.0
 
I.E. MATERIAL CoMM COMM
 
COUPLE oISrWLBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIOTH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE ANE& (59 INCH)=_ 1.400 1.4400
 
ALUMINA THNNS_ (INCH): 0.0300 0.0300
 
8US-BAR THKNS tICH)= 0.0190 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACIOk HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE NATER bOOEG
 
PLATE TEMP (K). . 316.72 252.21 . . . ... .. .
 
INLET fEMP (K) 29Q.30 255.d0
 
OUTLET.YEMP (K) 316.67 5p.52
 
HT OUr OF FLO(*) -117q.s 153.72
 
PLT-PLT LUSS (0) 12.b3 12.61
 
PRANOTL 'U.IJER 5.2 048 2 3.14757
 




HEAT TRNSFP CUEF 129.5156 75.9451
 
PRSS ORP(IN M20) 0.0165 41.808
 
BEND FTR([N H2U) 0.0001 0.024
 
FL0d WI (LR/HW) 10O.00 150.00
 
EXCH UIGHT (LB- 41.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGT]H" (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVN LENGTH (I.) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIbHT (IN) 1.05 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS [IN) 0.015 O.015
 
NIJME OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
- FINEPSILON 0.99861 .90437 ------­









Op~ B00g3 QULM 
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SYSTEM PEKF04MANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237 
54 TE UNjITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31 
sIRED jS I8 PAALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
THERmOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4100 hEIGHT (IRAM): )1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD 4&CP PEN TE uEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E+02 
HOT M*CP PER TE OEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973Et03 
__CgO OTpiAJTaRSTAst CONDUCTIVITY (wNATt/SO IN/C1= 6.3 6,.0A -- -- -
I.E. MATERIAL COmm CoMm 
COUPLE DISIRILUTI(N= 






PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 













EXCHANGER FACTO HUT COLD 
FLUID TYPE *ATER 6OEG 
PLAIE IE"P (K) 317.22 292.7q 
INLET E0P (K) 294.30 255.00 
OUTLET TEMP (A) 317.17 253.23 
HT OIT OF FLD() -120b.15 154.25 
PLT-PLT LOSS (w) 12.h2 12.62 
PRANOTL NLtvdE 5.19916 218.43366 
REYNOLDS .tj"HE R 15.00 3.19 
WISSELTFNUM8ER h. 4tUo 5.13U7 
HEAT TRNSFk COEF 12 .4096 76.11I 
PRSS OWP(IN H20) 0.')16 6.3125 
REND FIR(IN H20) 0.0001 0.0042 
FLO" WT (L6/Hk) 100.00 200.00 
EXCH wEIGHT (Lm) 41.79 11.60 
FIN" LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.00 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.nn 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 








STEADY-STATE SYSTEM PONER CONDITIONS 
VLTAGE (VOLTS) 1A.500 
CUORENT (AMPS) 96.373 
PCnEA (n TTSJ 164P.897 
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SYSTEM PENFRJikNCE OESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237 
54 TE UNITS Or)OEL NO. Cxk52-70-31 
NIRED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
1HERmOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 "FIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEVICE (MATT*SEC/C): 0.55448E+OP 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (WArTTSEC/C)= 0.26973E+03 
COLD,HO!T.INTERSTAbE COND'UCTIVITY (.ATT/Sg IN/C): 6.3. 6.3, 20.0 
I.E. MATERIAL COM4 CoMM
 
COUPLE 0[STIBUTItN: ?0.00 31.00
 
PELLET M[OTH (INCH): 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENrTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SW INCH)= 1 0 _.4400
4oO 
ALUM4INA IrHkNS-(INCH)= - 0,030A 0.0300
 
6US-RAl THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACIOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE *CER bhOEG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) 316.99 253.27
 
INLETT EMP ( -_ 29 4 .3O 255.40
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 116.9q 253.90 
HT OuT OF FLO(.) -119.14 159.91 
PLT-PLT LOSS (I) 12.d 12.48 
PRANOTL NtIMBER S.21386 214.15346 
REYNULOS hLIm~stk 1S1.36 U.88 
&UnSELfT hu.;Ev 6.3440 5.24b4 
HEAT TQNSFR COEF 18q.3654 78.4666 
PRSS DRP(IJ Hoj 0.0165 q.2773 
REND Flk(I' n?0) 0.0001 0.O094 
FLUA RT (Ld/mf) 100.00 300.00
 
ExCW *EIGHt (LR) 11.6
-41.75 

FfI LENG H (IN) 1?.000 12.000
 
LVW LENGTH LIN) I.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT LIN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.019
 
NUMbER OF FINS 32.00 52.00
 
FIN EPSILON 0,94AoI-.70l119-T-­
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM POMER CONDITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 18.500 
CUkWENT (AMPS) 56.51b 
_______PO'R (%&TS)_1045.53q --- --- -------- ­
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE OESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1257 
54 TE UNITS MUIDEL NO. CX952-70-31 
AIRED AS _I PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH): 0.430) 6EIGHT (GRAM): ?1.12q RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.57q
 
COLD 4*CP PER TE DEVICE (AATT*SEC/C)= 6.55448E+02
 
HOT M*CP PEN TE DEVICE (nArT*SEC/C): 0.26973E+03
 
COLDMOT.INIERSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (ATT/SG IN/C)= 6.3-6.3 .0O
 
T.E. &ATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE OISTPI$uTION: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET IOTH (INCH): 0.0551) 0.0950
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH): 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE APEA (SO INCH)= I._.UOO - 1.4400-......
 
ALUMINA T'4,.S(INCH)± 0.0300 O.rro
 
gUS-qAR rHKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.032c 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID rlPE AATEP 60%EG 
PLATE TEMP (K) 317.01 253.67 
INLET TEMP (K) 294.30 255.40 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 316.96 254.49 
HT OUT OF FLO(') -1195.22 162.45 
PLT-PLT LOSS (6) 12.41 12.41 
PRANDTL NUMBER 5.212b2 210.51846 
REYNOLDS NUmPEk 15.37 - .29 
NOSSELT NLIm6ER b.3000 5.448 
HEAT TRNSF CUEF 129.Z6ql 81.4804 
PRSS OkP(IN W20) 0.014h 1S.1972 
BEND FTR(IN H20) 0.0001 0.02b 
FLOX PT (LQ/m) 100.00 800.00 
EXCH tEIGHT (L3) 4'.75 11.60 
FIN LENGT (IN) I .000 12.000 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.0n0 12.000 
FIN HEIGHI (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMRER UF FINS 32.0 n 52.00
 
FIN_ EPSILuN -O.99801 0.5277S 






PO4EQ (wATTS) 1q44.0 7. . 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION ()ATE 01/20/77 1237
 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
HIRED AS IR FARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES . . . . .. . . .
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL OESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 HEIGHI (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.5q
 
COLD M*CP PER TE UEVICE (wATT*SEC/C)= 0.554148E+08
 
HOT M*CP PEk TE DEVICE (wATT*SEc/C): O.2697iE+03
 
COLO,HOTINTE&STAG. CONDUCTIVITY (*ATT/SQ IN/C)= 6.3, 6.3, PO.0
 
I.E. MATE4IAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIBUTION: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLLT IDTH (INCH)= 0.0950 O.OMS0
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AWEA (SU INCH)= t.4o00 1.4400
 
ALUMINA IHKNS (I'ICH): - 6.030 - ')0o . . ..... . ..........
 
BUS-1AH THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID IYPE *ATER 6OZEG 
PLATE TEMP (K) 317.39 253.87 
INLETfEMP (K) 294.30 255.40 
OUTLET rEMP (K) 417.3i 254.75 
HT OUT OF FLO(w) -1215.47 161.81 
PLT-PLT LOSS ("J 12.44 12.84 
PRANDIL rIIJmEW 5.18865 208.88056 
PREYNOLOS ivl-IhEw - 15.41 11.70 
NUSSELT NUvMER 6.034(0 5.b295
 
HEAT TRNSFR CUEF 129.4413 9Q.1771
 
PRSS 0HP(IN H20) 0.01h4 e1.1168
 
SEND FT(CN H20) 0.0001 0.0512
 
FLOM kT (LP/N) 100.00 700.00
 
EXCH nEIGHT (Ld) 41.75 11.60 
FIN LENGTH (IN) - 12.000n 12.000 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 1?.O0O 12.00 
FIN 4EIGHT UlN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN [HKNSS (IN) 0.019 0.015 
NUMsEW OF FINS 32.00 32.40
 
FIN EPSILON 0.q9qo2 .0.42d37
 










SYSTEM PERFOQANCE DESCRIPTION (ATE 01/P0/77 1237
 
54 XE UNITS MUOEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
__IREDO5 1$ PAHALLFL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES .... 
THE'aUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 EIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER rE DEVICE (ATT*SEC/C)= 0.5548E+02
 
HOT M"CP PFR TE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.eb973E 03 
_COL0jNOT.INTERSTAGE CONOUCTIVITY (WATT/SQ IN/C)= - 6.3p 6.3_ 0.O 
I.E. MATEI1AL CONM COMM
 
COUPLE OISTRIoUTION= 70.00 31.00 
PELLEr WIDTH t'JWCH)= 0.0590 O.0850 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0650 0.1510 
STAGE AREA (SQ INCH): .1.4400 _ _1.44n0 
ALUMINA TKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 0.0300 
BUS-6AR TnKNS (INCH)= 0.010 0.0320 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HUT COLD 
FLUID TYPE ,VATER 60%EG 
















WEND NmE 59.70 _ 1.42 _ 
NUJSSELT .'IJn'AEQ "b.4173 5.0145 
HEAT TRNSFQ COEF 12A.2758 75.0859 
PRSS OkP(IN H20) 0.057b 3.5338 At . 
dEND FTk(IN S20) .).0005 0.0010 
FLUX RT (LA/Mk) 300.00 100.00 
ExCh AEIGHT (LA) &11.75 _ 11.60 









FIN THKNSS (IN) '1.015 0.015 
NUMBER OF FINS 52.00 32.00 
FIN EPSILON 0.87299 0.96972 










SYSTEM PERFOmANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/21177 1240 
Sa TE UNITS MODEL NO. CYQS -70-l 
_IREOAS _ tL.PAWALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES .. 
IEk"OELECTRIC 0FVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)Z 0.4I0 WEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.1 9 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M-*CP PEP IE DEvICE (,mATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E+02 
HUT M*CP PER TE DtVICE (wATT*SEC/C): 0.26973E+03 
-_0LDIHUtIN-TEW STAbE CON4DUCTIVITY (ttATT/SO _IN/C) kt.tQ t . 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM CoMm 
CUUPLE. DISlWLUTIoN= 70.00 31.00 
PELLET ATuiN (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0550 
PELLET LENGIN LINECK= 0.0blo 0.1510 
STAGEAREA (SU INCH): 1.4400 _ 1.4400------
-
ALU 4INA TKhS (INCH): 0.0300 0.0300 
9US-8AR IHKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID IYPE AATER bOXEG 











HT OUT OF FLO(r) -1355.25 215;63 
PLT-PLT LUSS (m) Inul 10.41 
PRANOTL NtIMRER h.17334 P31.11472 
Q4EYNOLDS 1411MME1. 59, 71 2.25 
NUSSELT lIlt'bER b.4173 5.0752 
HEAT tRwiSFW CUEF 1i. p01 75.9597 
PRSS DRP(1. m20)





FLOM RT (LP/NP) 400.00 150.00 
-EXCH MEIGT (tLH u1.75 11.60 
F VENl_ IN) 12.000 12.000 
LVR LENGTH tIN) l?.000 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN IHKNS (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NUIM8tH OF FINS 32.00 32.00 
fIN tPSILON_ 0.87300. 0.90U77 ........ 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEm PO*Ea CONDITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 18.500 
CUwENT (AMPS) bl.ba1 
______ POAER_ (tAT.TS) .1141.103. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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SYSTEm PERF00NANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 0l/O/77 1237
 
54 XE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
WIREO S 1.8PARALLEL SETS UF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THEK4IIELECTRIC OEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 WEIGHT (GRAM): 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD 14*CP PFW XE UEVICE (WATT*SEC/C): f.554uaE+02
 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973EO03
 
-COLDHOT,1NTtRSTAGE CO)NDUCTIVITY (WATT/SO IN/C)z 6.3, 6.3, 20.0
 
I.E. MATERIAL CnMM COMM
 
COUPLE OISrRIHUIION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET hIOT (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0890
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.063n 0.1910
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCi)= 1.44n0 1.4400
 
ALUMINA rTas (INCH)= -- 0.0300 0.0300 ...
 
BUS-dAR TMKKS (INCH): 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE MATER 60%EG
 
PLATE TEMP () 251,67
-30Q.19 

INLET IEP() 2q4.30 259.40
 
OUTLET rEMP (K) 302.qU 252.30
 
HT OUT OF FLD() -1366.53 220.51
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (A) I0.29 10.29
 
PRANOTL ;,JMI4Ek 6.1657q 22.5gg2l
 
REYNOLS N1IMMEP 39.75 3.10
 
NUSSELT NMHER 6.4173 5.1340
 
HEAT TRNSFR C'EF 1?8.297A 76.8199
 
PRSS ONF(IN Hp0) U.(575 6.4995
 
REND FTR(ti m20) 0.0005 n.0042
 
FLOM RI (LB/HR) 300.00 P00.00
 
EXCH ALIGHT (LA) 41.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) IP..0Oo 12.000
 
LVR LENGTN (IN) 12.0hO 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNbS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMbEq UF FINS 32.00 32.60
 
FIN EPSILuN 0.'73o2 0.83137 
STEADY-STIE SYSTEM POAER CONDITIONS
 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) l9.S00 
CURWENT (A'PS) bi.700
 
a I . 4a 7 7PUYFN (AA TIS) 141 ? 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237
 
5a TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
AIRED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
IHERMOELECTRTC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INWCH)= 0.4300 REIGHT (GRAM)= Pj.I2Q RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER TE IEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.55aa4E 0
 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE rrATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E03
 
_COLDHOTINTERSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY [WATT/SQ IN/C)e -6,3. 6.3, 20.O -

T.E. MAItRIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIBuTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET ATOTH ITNCH)= n.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTh (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)= 1.4400 1.4400__
 
ALUMINA IH"NS (TICH): 0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-RAR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE aATER 60%EG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) 30G.24 252.38
 
INLTTEMP-- () 294.30 255.U0
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 302.98 253.28
 
HT OUT OF FLO(A) -1372.79 225.92
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (A) 10.16 10.16
 
PRAINDIL NLIM8EW b.1b27A 21.10911 
_- REYNOLDS N'j'?3E 3q.77 4.79 
NUSSELT NltmiE 6.4173 5.2456
 
HEAT TRNSFn COEF ?8. 4048 78.4685
 
PRSS DKPE4 .120) 0.0575 9.4570
 
BEND FTR(IN H20) 0.0o0 0.0094
 
FLOe wT (LB/'1 300.00 300.00
 
EXCH 4EIGHT (L ) _.- o1.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENbTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.?05 0.510
 
FIN THKSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMqER OF FINS 32.00 3200
 
FIN EPSILUN 0.87503 0.70149
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/0/77 1237
 
54 IE UNITS 'OOtL NO. CX952-?0-31
 
WtIREO AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
tHERmOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL UESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.Q300 WEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.S79
 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEVICE (vATT*SEC/C)= 0.5S4OSE*02
 
HOT '*CP PEA TE DEVICE (WATT-SEC/C)= 0.2T973E03
 
__COLtr48OTINTEPSTAhE CONOUCTIVITY (hATTISJ IN/C):- 6--,_ __b.3, _ 20.0 _. 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIHU!ION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET A1nTH (INCH)= 0.0590 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH tI.uCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE A~tA (5Q INCM)= 1.4000 1.4400
 
ALIJIIN- TNKNS (INCH) -0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-64R THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0120
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE PATER 60%EG
 
PLATE TEMP (KI 30a.27 252.q5
 
INLET TEP-(K) 24 .30 255.40
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 301.00 254.11
 
HT OUT OF FLD() -1376.qB 230.41
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (C) 10.05 10.05
 
PRANDTL ,4QMREk 6.16n77 21.87389
 
REYNOLDS NUMREk 39.78 8.19
 
NUSSELr Ntur ER -- 6.4173 5.4480
 
HEAT rkNbFQ COEF 128.3o95 81.4769
 
PRSS 01P(IN M20) 0.0575 15.3754
 
REND FTk(IN H20) 0.0005 0.0261
 
FLOA RT (L.l/HRI 300.00 500.00
 
EXCH WEIGHT (Lk) 41.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGTW tIN)f 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.2nS 0.510
 
FIN rHKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMBER OF FINS 52.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON _ 0.87303 0.52792
 










SYSTEM PERFORMAJCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237
 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
mIRED AS 18 PARALLEL _SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES . . . .
 
THttMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4500 WEIGHT (GRAM)t 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E*02 
HOT '*CP PER TE DEVICE (*AT[*SEC/C)= 0.26973Et03 
COLaHOr IaTTlVTAGE CUNOUCTIVITY_(WATT/SQ IN/C)_ 6.3, 6.1, 2.2 . . . 
I.E. MATERIAL COMM Comm
 
COUPLE OISTRIBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET WIDTH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.01350
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (S INCM)=.. 1.Q400 - _ 1.aa00
 
ALUMINA TIHKNS (INCH): 0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-8AR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE wATER 0%EG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) 304.29 253.21
 
INLETTEMP (K) _29.50 255.40
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 503.02 254.7
 
HT OUT OF FLD() -1379. 4 232.20
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (W) 10.01 10.01
 
PRANDYL -NUMBEk b.15939 P10.61755
 
REYNOLDS NUMFER 39.79 11.60
 
NU55ELI NUM8ER b.4173 5.b2B7
 
HEAT TRNSFR CUtF 128.31?9 @4.1711
 
PRSS ORP(IN H20) u.0575 21.3007
 
BEND FER(IN me0) 0.OooF 0.0513
 
FLOW RT (LR/HR) 500.00 700.01
 
__EXCH AEIGHT ILA) *1.15 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH uiN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.?05 0.510
 
FIN THKN*S (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMBER OF FINS 32. 0 32.00
 
_FIN EPSIL(N u.87304 _ 0,42U47 
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SYSTEM PEKFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20177 1708 
54 IE UNITS 4ODEL NO. CX952-70-31 
-AIRED.AS L._PAkA&LEL SETS. OF. 3 UNITS IN SERIES .. 
THERMOELECIRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION* 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 NEIqhT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE 
COLD 4*CP PER TE DEVICE (VATT-SEC/C)= 4.55448E.02 
(OHM): 1.57q 
HOT M*CP PER TF OEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03 
c -lYINTERSiAGE.C1NrnJCrIVITY.(wATT/S - -----­6.3. f 2- ____-
T.E. WAIEqIAL COMM CqMM 
COUPLE OIStkIBUIION= 70.00 31.00 
PELLET *110TH (INCHJ= A.0550 0.0850 
PELLET LENGIH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510 
STAGE AREA (S_ INCH)= 1.4400 1.t4400 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.A300 0.0300 
BUS-BAR THKNS INCH)= 0°05s0 0.0320 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HUT COLO 
FLUID TYPE W&TER 60%EG 
PLATE TEmP (K) _ 301.64 24.1 
INLET TEMP (K) P 4 4.30 255.40 
OUTLET (EmP (K) 299.52 249.33 
MY OUT OF FLO(w) -1377.02 214.77 
PLT-PLT LOSS (h) 10.29 10.28 
PRANOTL NUM$Ek b.43784 24S.72185 
REYNOLDS NtUER k3.7 1.1... 
NIJSS Lf-NJM$EQ 





'RSS OP(IN H20) 0.1000 3.5b99 
BEND FTP(IN m2O) 0.0013 0.0010 
FLO4 RT (LA/*1) 500.00 100.00 
EXCM AEIGNT- (Lk))- 41.75 11.60 -- - - - - ~ _____ 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.00 12.000 
LVR LENGIN (IN) 12.000 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN THKtSS (IN) 0.019 0.015 
NIJMdER OF FINS 52.00 32.00 
FIN EPSILON 0.71157 0.Q697­
STEADY-STATE SYSIEM POtER CONDITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS] 18.500 
CUkwENT (AMPS) 6 .581 
PUNER (WATTS) 1157.754 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION UATE 01/21/77 1240
 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
_ sIIREOAS I.APAHALLEL aETS OF._ UNITS IN SERIES ..
 
THERIMUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 nEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PEP TE OWVICE (.ATT*SEC/C)= .5544$8E+02
 
HOT 4*CP PEK IE UEVICE (*ATr*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03
 
----CLDfHOT,INTEtST&GE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/SQ IN/C)Z ,3,--.,j, e0.C
 
r.E. MATLRIAL CnMm CO4M
 
COUPLE DISIRIUTIO= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET *1OTH (INCH): 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGIH (ItCh)* 0.0650 0.1510
 
STAGE AHEA (SIJ INCH)= 1.4400 1.4400
 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH= 0.0300 0.0300
 
$US-SAR TMKNS (1,1CM)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUIO TYPE AATER 6OEG
 
- PLATE TEMP (K) 101.69 250.67 . . .. .
 
INLET rEmP (K) 294.30 P55,40
 
OUTLET TE'P (K) 299.$( 251.12
 
HT OUT OF FLOEM) -13.36.q0 227.67
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (A) 9.99 9.99
 
PRANOTL NUMBER 6.43520 232.727q2
 
REYNOLDS NUM6ER 63.7R. 2.24
 
NJSSELT NWIPFjR 6.4q47 5.0751
 
HEAT TRNSFR CEF 129.2184 75.9629
 
PRSS DRP(IN H201 0.1o00 5.0590
 
BEND FTR(IN I?0J 0.0011 0.002a
 
FLOM RT (LA/hk) 500.00 150,00
 
EXCH EIGHT (LH) 41.75 11.60 
FIN LENGIH (IN) 12. 00 12.000 __ 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 1P.000 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN TMKNSS LIN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUmdEk OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON-._ 0.71158 0.90485
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54 TE UNITS MOOEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
RED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF -3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION'
 
IGHT (INCH)= 0.43110 £EIGHT (GRAM)= ?1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
LO A*CP PER IE DEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C)= O.55QcE+02
 
UT *CP PER IE DEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C)= 6.26913E 03
 
LDOHUTINTEkSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (tATT/SQ IN/C)= 6.3, .3. 20.0
 
T.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE 0ISTRIBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
ELLET AIOTH (INCH): 0.0550 0.0850
 
ELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0610 0.1510
 
TAGE AREA (SO INCH)= 1 .100 1.ao0
 
LUMIN~AIM r(IC: .30 .30
 
US-SAR TNKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 n.0320
 
CHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
rLuIn TYPE 6ATER h0XEG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) 301.73 251.46
 
IN-CfL EPF CK)-- a.3o p55.0
 
UTLET IEmP (K) ?QQ*S9 P52.12
 
OUT OF FLU(t) -i3a.Q9 ?33.10
 
T-PLT LOSS (A) 9.AS 9.85
 
PRANOTL NUM8ER 6.452T ?25.830R7
 
EYNOLDS NumRp 63.81 t0R
 
--bSSELT NUMBE- 6.0Q47- 9.1139
 
AT TwNSFQ CvEF 12Q.2 238 76.8216
 
SS DP(IN wpu) 0.1000 6.5Ab9
 
ND FTR(IJ H20) 0.n013 0.0042
 
LUA PT (L/iHk) 500.00 p00.00
 
CH AEIGHT (LR) 1I.75 It.bn
 
--- I-NLENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000 
VR LENGTH (IN) 1P.000 12.000
 
IN HEIGHI (IN) 1.?05 0.51n
 
IN TNKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMRER OF FINS 32.n0 32.00
 
FIN EPSILuN 0.71159 0.8314"
 










SYSTEM PERFUR4ANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237
 
54 TE uNITb MODEL ND. CX952-7A-31
 
NIRED AS- 14 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES ...
 
THENMOELECTrIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 REIGHT (GRAM)= 1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PER IE dEvICE (WAtT*SEC/C)= 0.55u8EU02 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0O.26973E+03 
COLD.HOT, INtLESTA(,E CONDUCTIVITY (nATT/SQ IN/C)= 6.3 6.3, 20.0
 
I.E. MATEHIAL COMN COmm
 
COUPLE DISTRIBUTIUN= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET sT0Tm (INCt)= 0.0550 0.'850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= n.0630 0.1S10
 
STAGE AREA 
(SQ I,CH)= --- 1.4 00 1.4400
 
ALUJINATHKNS tICH)z 0.0300 0.0)00
 
BUS-SAR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 n03P0
 
EYCHAiGER FACTUR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE WATER 60%EG
 
-PLATE TEMP tK) 301.7? 252.22
 
INLET -TP (') 29a.so 255.0
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 299.63 253.17
 
HT Our OF FLOCA) -1404.02 Sg.tiM
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (A) 9.71 q.71
 
PRANOTL NUYAFR b.UQ33 21A.87123
 
REYNOLDS &JUM9tk 13.R4 4.77
 
NUSSELt NIIOEk b.aq47 5.21455
 
HEAT TRNSF4 COEF 1Q.213 7A.U689
 
PRSS ORP(IN "20) g.0"q 9.4417
 
BEND Fr>(IV m01 0.41013 0.0094
 
FLOA RI (LH/Hk) 5o.no 300.00 
- EkCH_ hEGHT (LA) 41.75 11.6n 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.00 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMbEk OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
----0.70155- -FINEPSILON 0.71160 










SYSIFm PEPFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237
 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
4IREO AS 18 PAWALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES .. ....
 
!NEXMUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
HEIGHT (INCH)= A.4300 MEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 

COLD M.CP PER rE OEVICE (UATT*SEC/C)= 0.55L48E+02
 
HOT M*CP PER TE 'EVICE (*ATT*SEC/C)t 0.26973EtU3
 








PELLET nTOTl (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0b30 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH): 1.4400 ._ 1.400 . .-.. . . . .
 
ALUMIN- 1WKNS (InCH)= 0.0310 0.0so
 
BUS-$AW TH*NS (INCH)= 0.0150 .0° 20
 




FLUI) TYPE AATER 6OZEG
 




___PLATE TE"P (K) 301.81 - 252.82 
INLET IEMP (K) 294.30 255.40
 
OUTLET TE-P (K) P9Q.65 254.04
 
HT OUT UF FLD(t) -140Q.97 243.04
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (h) 9.60 9.60
 
PRANDTL NULMER 6.42774 213.31674
 
REYNULDS NlmHER 63.85 
 g.17
 
r..fiSSEtT NIJm6ER 6.4947 S. 4478
 
4EAT IRNbFk C('EF 129.2348 8l.4762
 
PRSS ORPEIN .;.0) 0.0449 15.40A9
 
BEND FIR(IN -20) 0.6u1I 0.0261
 
FLOM WT (Lg/hk) 500.0 500.00
 
EXCH EIGHT (LB) 41.75 
 11.60 .
 
FIN -LENGTW(IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH IN) 12.non 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.209 0.510
 
FIN IMHNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUM6EW OF FINS 
 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON 0.71160 0.52795
 






______POAEx (wATTS)_ 1162.369 
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SYSTEM PEWFORMANCE OESCWIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237
 
54 rE UINITS MODEL NO. CX9'2-70-31
 
IRED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL OESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH): O.fl00 "EIGHT (GRAM)= ?1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM): 1.57q
COLD M*CP PER TE UEVICE (AATT.SEC/C)= 0.55U44E*02 
HOT M*CP PEP TE OEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C): 0.2b97iE+03 
COZ0LD.NOT.INTE..STAGE CONDUCTIVTry (NATY/SO IN/C~ms6.3.6.3 2 ,O ___ __ 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE DISIRIBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIDTH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0350
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH):= .4 00. 1.a000... . ... .... ... .
 
ALU4INA THKS (INCH)= 0.0300 1.0300
 
BUS-BAR THKNS (INCH)= T.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE tATER 60%EG 
PLATE rEMP (K) _ 301.83 253.08 
INLET TEMP (K) 294.30 295.40 
OUTLET TlEMP (K) 2qq. 6 25Q.02
 
HT OUT OF FLO(W) -1'I2.b 245.27
 
PLT-PLT LOSS ( ) q.55 9.59
 






 h.A947 5.6285 
HEAT TWNSFR COEF 129.2373 50.1700 
PRSS DRP(IM H20) 0.oqqq ?l.3344 
BEND FTA(IN H20) 0.0013 0.0512 
FLO4 RT (LR/"N) 500.00 700.00
 
EXCH AEIGhT (Li) 41.75
. 11.60
 
FIN LE1GTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGrH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT ()N) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN TMKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMBER OF FINb 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILUN 0.71161 0.42449
 











Tc inlet = 35°F = 274.90 K 
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01120/71 1237
 
54 TE UNITS .OOEL NO. Cx952-70-31
 
AIRED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
IHEkMuELECTHIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.430U AEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEvICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.5548EtO2
 
HOT MCP PER IF UEVICE (AATT*SEC/C)= 0.2b973E+U3
 




T.E. MATERIAL COMM CoMm
 
COUPLE OISTIBUTIO,= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AlOTH t1ICH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0O.u30 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)= 1.4400 1.4400
 
ALUMINA TIKNS (ICH)= 0.000 0.0300
 
6US-BAR THKNS (I.CH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHAJGER FACTU HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE wATER 60%EG
 
PLATE TEMP UK) 319.22 "267.66
 
INLET TEMP i) 294.30 274.90
 
OUTLET IEMP (K) 31,17 267.92
 
HT OUT (IF FLO() -131I.b6 259.25
 
PLT-PLT LUSS (A) 10.10 10.10 
PANOTL N'J"ER 5.QA 55 91.38002 
___REYNOLDS NtJ"PER 15.71 4.01 
NUSSELT NJREfR b.3439 5.0 66
 
HEAT Ti.NSFR CUEF 129.H,70 74,4676
 
PRSS ORP(IN H2u) 0.0161 1.2625
 
BEND FIQ(IN $20) .0oo01 0.0011
 
FLOA R (Ld/HR) ID0.00 100.00
 
EXCH nEIGHT (LB) 41.75 11.60
 
FI LNZENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.100
 
FIN MEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNS5 (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMtER OF FINS 32.00 32.0o
 
FIN EPSILUN O.49A03_ 0966-b
 









SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/21/77 1240
 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
-- WIREO AS IR PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SEHIES_.. .
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRTPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300- WEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.57q
 
COLD '*CP PER IE DEVICE (hATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E,+02
 
HOT M*CP PF TE DEVICE (wATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03
 
COLOHUTIJTEWSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/So IN/C)=_ --20,0
 
T.F. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE UISTRlbUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AKOIN (INCH)= 0.0550 O.O50
 
PELLET LENGIH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)= 1.4400 1.4406-

ALUVINA-INKS -(INCH):-- 0.0300 0.0300
 
AUS-dAR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE VATER b0EG
 
PLATE lEMP (K) 1Q.22 26.41
 
ftLET -ThCP(K) 294.30 274.90
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 31.lg 270.00
 
HT OUT OF FLO(*) -t31l.qa 273.43
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (*) 9.16 9.76 
PRANOTL NlJmdER S.08261 A7.36576 
_ REYNOLDS NUmbE- 15.71 6.32 
NUSSELitNUMREk 6.5439 5.0qq
 
HEAT TRNSFR CUEF 12q.7668 75.430q
 
PRSS ORP(1N H0) 0.)161 I.aO68
 
BEND FTR(IN H0G) 0.0001 0.0024
 
FLOA hT (LR/"W) 100.00 150.00
 
EXCH WEIGHT (LS) (1.75 11.60
 
FINLENTH ) 1'2 '00 12.006
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.00 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.?05 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) o.015 0.015
 
NUM4ER OF FINb 32.00 32.00
 
_______FINEPSILON -0.99803 0.8S9 24-----------------­
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54 TE UNITS mOOEL NO. Cy952-70-31
 
.I AS -ED18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SEWIES . ..
 
rHE.MOELECTNIC AEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
IEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 *EIGHT (GRAM)t 21.12q RESISTANCE (OHIM)= 1.579
 
:ZLO '*CP PER TE DEVICE (AATT*SEC/C3= 0.554U1E+02
 
HOT M*CP PEW rE OFVICE (tATT*$EC/C)= 0.2bl3E 03
 
___:OLD__HTnINTFRSIAGE CONOLICTIVITY (wATT/SO IN/C)' -1,= 6.3. 0.0
 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE OISTIR1UTIO 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET IOTH LINCH)t 0.0550 0.n850
 
PELLET LENGTm (I'.CHI) 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)t ._ 1.4400 1.4400
 
ALUMINA TaKNS (INCX]= 0.0300 n0.300
 
BUS-AR IHKNS [I1CHr 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 











OUTLET TEmP (K) 319.P5 271.15 
IT OUT OF FLD(AJ -1319.74 279.81 
'LI-PLT LOSS (A) 0.60 Q.60 








IEAi rNsFR CLEF 129.7798 76.3905 
'RSS ORP(IN "20) 0.0161 2.3491 
3ENO FTR(I. H20) 0.0nl 0.0042 
FLOA kT (LM/Hk) 1on.60 200.00 
EXCH iEIGrIT (L'4) - 41.75 .11.0 ... 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000 
LVk LENGTH (IN) 12.0n0 12.00 
FIN HFIGHT (IN) 1.25 O.S10 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NUMBER OF FINS 12.00 32.00 
FIN EPSILON O.Rq5 0.g1525 -. 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM I'O*ER CONDITIONS 





83AB AGE IS,ORIIGI 
(y BOOR QUALTY 
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54 TE uNITb mtOEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
AIREO AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERmOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCt)= 0.4300 6EIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE 1OmM): 1.579
 
COLD m*CP PER TE DEVICE (W&TT*SEC/C)= 0.55,448E02
 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (nATT*SEC/C)= 0o2b93E+03
 
COLDHuTINTEkSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/SQ IN/C)= 6.3. 6.3, 20.0
 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE .)ISTIk3U1I0N= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET 6ITH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0$50
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)= .40O_ 1.4.400.
 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.0O 0.000 
_OO
 
SUS-3AW THKS (INCH)= 0.0150 O.0SPo
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUI) TYPE OATEP b0%EG
 
PLATE TEmP [K) 319.54 271.18
 
INLET tEMP (K) 244.30 270.90
 
OUTLET TEMP -) 31q.4q9 272.36 
HT OUT OF FLOCA) -132A.70 284.78 
PLT-PLT LOSS (w) 4.47 9.47 
PR&NOTL 'JU"'Ek 5.06435 53.12381 
REYN0LDS %UVREk 15.76 13.33 
NUSSELT NUV8E 6.5439 5.2891 
HEAT TkNSFw COEF 79.24421 2 9g 2 5 1 

PNSS QWP(TN H201 0.O161 3.4333 
1END FTR(I' "au) 0.0001 0.0095 
FLO4 nI (L4h ) 101).10 300.00 
EXCH AEIGHT (Lo) 41.75 11.60 
FIN LENG H (IN) -- 12.000 12.000 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 1.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN TiKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NuM8Ek uF FINS 32.00 32.0O
 
____FIN EPSILON 0.99804 0.6833?
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54 TE UNITS MUODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
aIRED AS 19 PARZALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SEWIES
 
rHEKMUELECTRIC OEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTI04N
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.U300 AEIGHT (GRAM): 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER tE DEvICE (ATT*SFC/C)= 0.59448aE+02 
HOT MA*CP Ptn TE DEVICE ({ATI*SEC/C): 0.2b9/3t+03 
__.COLDHUTINrEkbTAGE CQNUuCTIVITY (.ATT/SG IN/C)=. 6.3, --­6.3, 20.0 .. 
T.E. MATERIAL CoMm COmm 
COIPLE IJTSI[wdJTIUg: 





PELLET LENGTH [INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510 
STAGE AREA (50 INCH)= 





SUS-BAR ThiNS (INCH): 0.0150 0.0320 
EXCHANGEk FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE ,ATER b0%EG 
___PLATE TEMP (K) 31_q. q 6 271.90 -- ----- - - -----------
INLET TEMP (K) 204.30 274.90 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 31q.qj ?73.36 
HT OUT UF FLU(A) 
-1350.7Q 287.26 
PLT-PLT LUSS (*) Q.to 9.42 
PRANDYL NUMRER S.03ql9 AI.40005 
REYNOLDS NUM*tR 15.$3 22.71 
NUSSELI NtIImER b.3"3q 
-5.5231 
HEAT TRNSF. CuEF 129.4030 61.6$bh 
PRSS 'kP(IN Hc0) 0.01AO 5.6073 
SEND FTN(IN H20) 0.0)01 0.026 
FLOA QT tLR/hk) 1110.00 500.00 
EXCH WEIGHT (L6) 41.75 11.60 
FIN' LENGTH (IN) I;.000 12.000 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT rIN) 1.2(19 0.510 
FIN tHKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NUMdER OF FINS 32.00 32.00 
_FIN LPSILvN 0.9984 0.51209 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM POER CONDITIONS
 
VOLIAE (VOLTb) 18.b00 
CUR.ENT (AMPS) 57.057 
_ _ _ PUWEk (AATTS) 109i.553 
85
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54 IE UNITS nDFL NO. CX95?-7n-31
 
AINEO AS 1M PARALLEL StTb UP i NITS IN StkIES
 
Imrh4-OtLECTPIC OEVICE PHYSICAL UEbCHIPTTON 
nEIGHT (INCH)= 0.q30 #tIGHt (GRAM)= P1.1P9 RESISTANCE (OHM): 1.579 
COLD M*Cw PFk IE UEVICE CnATT*SEC/C)= 0.554aBE¢02 
HUT M*CP PEk TE UFVICE (tATT*SEC/C)= A.26Y73E+03 







COUPLE UTSTRIHUTIIV' 70.00 31.UO
 
PELLET NIDiTH tImqCk)= 1.05S0 Q.OAS0
 
PELLET L&4GIh tlvC)= 0.010 0.1'l
 
STAGE AktA (Su INCH): 1.t4400 1.au0O
 
ALUMINA I. NS (1 C")= 0.0500 1I.03u0
 
RUS-dAR 1.KNS (1,CH)= 0.0150 0,.03?'1 
EXCHANGeN FACbOk .Oit COLD
 
FLUID TYPE AATFR 60XFG
 
PLATE 1'P (i} 31Q.k 2 .19
 
INLET TEtP (K) 2"0.30 274.90
 
OUTLET TE'P (K) 3 1q.54 273.7I
 
HT UdT tUF FLO(A) -1545.4p P91.91,
 
PLT-PLT LlS5 (A) 4.29 .;pq 
PRANOIL NOIREW '.05?.1 n0.bq?6e, 
iEYNULD5 1l.kFR 1c.79 12.09 
-NUbbELT J-' Ex t..3a39 5.7344 
HEAT TNNSP CuFF 129.11431 RA.79l 
PkSS QkP(IN n2I2) 0.0I60 7.7926 
BENO FTRf(.1, 220) 9.0001 n.0917 
FLnA Ir (LIM-/$j 10T.An 700.00 
EXCH NE!GMT (Lr.) 41.79 11.60 
FIN LENGT. (IN) 12.0o0 1P.O00 
LVR LE(,T- (1) 12.006 12.000 
FIN A4IGHT (I1N 1.205 0.51 
FIN TMKNSS (IN) .U15 0.019
 
NUMHEW OF FI.SD 32.)0 2.00
 
FIN E9SILUJ 0.9R0u 0.41175
 









SYSTEM PEkFURMANCE OESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237 
54 UNITS muDEL NO. CX952.70-31 
.IREO A .1A PAWALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
INERMUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL UESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH): (.4300 *EIGNT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PEk TF OEVICE (MATT*SEC/C)= 0.54Q8L+02 
HOT '4*CP PER IE DEVICE ($ATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03 
COLD,NEIT.INTEKS1AGL CUNJUCTIVItY (WATT/SG IN/C): 6.3. _ 6.3. 0.0 . . 
T.E. ATLRIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE OIStw16UTI(N: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET 1THlt (INCH): 0.0590 0.0650
 
PELLET LENGTN (INCh)= 0.0b30 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (bg INCH)= 1.aU00 1.440
 
ALUMINA TiHKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 0.0300
 
dUs-RAR IHKNS (INCH): 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTUk HUT COLD 
FLUiD TYPE 'ATER 6DEG 
-PLATE TEMP (K) 3(Th.o8 2b5.79 
INLET rEMP (K) 294.30 274.90 
OUTLET ItMP (K) 303.71 266.08
 
HT GUI OF FLOtA) -1AM.bI 326.q0
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (M) 7.70 7.70
 
PRANOTL NUmtER h.10671 95.13q32 
REYNOLDS MMF.Ek "0,09 3.65 
NUSSELI NUMOEP 6.Q172 5.0261
 
HEAT TRNbFk COIEF 123.4371 74.5006
 
PRSS DRPCIN m20) 0.)571 1.3173
 
3END FT(CIN n2u) 0.0005 0.0011
 
FLOW RT (LR/h ) 0O0.00 100.n
 
ExCn WEIGHT (L6) oj.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (iN) 12.0l0 12.000
 
LVW LENGTH (I.) 12.000 12.00
 
FIN HEIGHT TIN) 1.209 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.01) 0.015
 
N&MIER OF FINS 3'.do 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON_ 0.6731m 0.96376
 









SYSIto PERFUkMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/21/77 1240
 
54 TE UNITS MUOEL NO. CX952-70-31
AIREL)AS _IA PAWALLEL SETS OF .3 UNITS TN SERIES .
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 WEIGNT (GRAM)% 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*Cp PER TE DEVICE ($ATT.SEC/C)= 0.55u48E 02
 
HOT M*CP PEN TE vEVICE (AATT*SECIC)= 0.26973Et03 
&OLLP-TI'LgESTA&EC4OUC-TIV1TY- (nALT/SO 6.fl 6,3,.3 20.0 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMm
 
COUPLE O1STPTISUfIN= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET WIOTH (INCH)= 0,0550 0.0650
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= n.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AKEA (SU INCH);._ 1,4400_ 1.,4400

ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 0,0300
 
BUS-BAR T.KNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID IYPE WATER 60%EG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) _. 305.13 267,97.-

INLET TMP (wC) 2914. 274.90
 
OUTLET TEMP (M) 305.76 268.7.
 
HT Our OF FLO() -t49h.48 544.8A
 
PLT-PLT LUSS (W) 7.26 7.24
 
PRANDTL NUMdER h.10404 89.81890 
_ REYNOLOb NJ-4E - 40.11 6.13 -
NU5SELr NUPdEw 6.4172 5.0945
 
HEAT TRNSFW CUEF 128.4435 79.U514
 
PRSS DiP(IN H2U) 0.n570 1.86'J
 
BEND FTR(IN 1 2 ) (.0005 0.0021
 
FLO RT (LB/HR) 3 ').00 150.00
 
EXCH WEIGHr (L) -41.75 - 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 " 12.000
 
FIN HEIG"T (IN) 1.209 0.510
 
FIN IHKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUUhEw OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON O.R719 0.S?65 __ 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM POER CONDITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 19.500 
CURRENT LAMPS) °2.191 




SYSTEM PENFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/P0/77 1237
 
54 TE NIT$ rO4EL NO. CX952-7D-31
 
_IREOAS_ 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
-......
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHr (INCH)= 0.4300 4EIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 ESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLO M*CP PER TI DEVICE (hATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448Et02
 
HOT m*CP PER TE DEVICE (fATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03
 
3
CQLDO±H~tNrEPSTAGE_ CUNDUCTIVITY (tvTT/SG0 . .3 20.0 
I.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIbiuTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET hIO|H (INCH)= 0.0590 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (S0 INCH)= _ 1.4U0 1,4400
 
ALUMINA THKNS lINCH)= 0.0300 0.0300
 
SUS-BAR FHKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTUR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE wATER 60EG
 
PLATE TEMP (K)..... 305.28 269.10 
INLET TEMP (K) 294.30 74.90 
OUTLET IEMP (K) 3u3.89 270.17
 
HT OUT OF FLOtA) -1517.03 352.06
 
PLT-PLT LUSS (A) 7.09 7.09
 
PRANDTL NIJ-HER 6.09313 87.04656 
_ REYNOLUS NIIMtIEk 40.17 8.46 
NUSSELT NumBER 6.4172 5.1609 
HEAT TRNSF* CUEF 128.4694 76.Q038
 
PQSS DRP(IN H20) 0.0569 2.4008
 
dEND FTR(IN " u) 0,0005 0.0042
 
FLUw RI (Lu/HR) 300.00 200.00
 
EXCH AETHNt (LH) 41.75 11.60 --

FfLWZENrN (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) I.P05 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUM-ER OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN_E SILON . 0.'7?22 0.81564
 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM POtER CONOITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 18.500 
CURRENT (AMPS) b2.782 
____PO.EK (AATTS)I 116.460-
- -
ORIGINA PAGE IS 89 
OF POOR QUALJIJT 
SYSTEM PEkFURMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01/20/77 1237 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31 
AIREO AS 18 PAkALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
IHERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH): 0.4300 AEIGHT (GRAM)= '1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEVICE (ATT*SEC/C)z .55USE02
 
HUT M*CP PER TE UEVICE (AATT*SEC/C)= O.26973E*03
 
COLD,HOT,INTEkSTAGE CONOUCTIVITY (WATT/SO IN/C): 6.3. 6.3, 20.0
 
I.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE OISTRIBuTIUN= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET Alorm LINCH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)= 1.4O0 1.41400
 
ALUMI"NA [-MKS _(INCH):_-- 0.6300 -0.0300
 
SUS-BAR IHKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGEQ FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE *ATER 6OXEG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) 305,39 270.19
 
INLET iEMP (K) Q29.30' 274.90
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 30 3 .Q5 271.A8
 
HY OUT OF FLO() -1526.28 360.24
 
PLT-PLT LuSS (W) h.89 6.89
 
PHANDTL NumbER b.0817l 84.31083
 
REYNOLDS 'JMABER 40.20 13.1-t 3
 
NUSSELI NUmbER . 5.28a4
6 .172 

HEAT TRNSFR COEF 128.Q800 78.2552
 
PRSS ONP(IN $20) 0.0569 3.4850
 
aENO FTR(IN n2)0 0.0009 0.0095
 
FLOW RT (LA/Hw) 300.00 00.00
 
EXCH tEIGMI (LM) 41.75 12.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 11.OO l?.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.0o0 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT LIN) 1.P(15 0.510
 
FIN T.KlbS (I') 0.015 0.015
 
NUMF OF FlNS A2.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON 0.67123 0,6836?7
 






PO*EN (WATTS) 1162..05 
90
 
SYSTEM PERFOR'ANCE OFSCRIPTIUN DATE /120/17 1 37
 
54 TE uNITS M(,00L NU. CXQ52-70-31
 
AIRED AS 1 PARALLEL bETS OF 3 UNITS IN SFRIES
 
THE.mIELFCTRIC -DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
NEIGI EINCH): 0.4500 .tIGMT (GRAM): ?1e9 RESISTANCE (OM)= 1.579 
COLL) MCP REM It UEVICE (ATT*SEC/C)= 0.5548F+02 
HOT P*CP Pw IE UIviCL (wATT-SE/C0 '.26913F+u3
 
___OP"_ g.LT= CO-4OUCILVITY b.3, 6.3, 2n.0
1 INTExSTAGL (AATT/SQ IN/C)z 

T.E. MATEHIAL COMm COMm
 
COUPLE OISIPIBoTIUN= 7n.00 31.00
 
PELLET 1OTH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LtNGT (INCH): 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AiEA (Su I-NCH): 1.4400 1.4400
 
ALU6MINA THKNS (IN1CM): 0.0300 0.0100
 
RUJS-bAI TH'KNS (INCH): 0.0190 0.03 0
 
EXCHANGER FACTU HOVT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE nATEP 60%E
 
PLATE TEAP (K) 30S.40 271.07
 
INLET 1E'lP tK) t94.34 27n~q0
 
OUTLET TE"P (K) 3".99 272.q4
 
HT OUT OF FLO(h) -1513.84 3b6.b
 
PLT-?LT LO16S (") .,.7; ,.7 3
 
PWANOTL 1JJ..EIc i.0NI I M .123S1
 
WEYN(ILOS A, EH aOt),? 2.0
 
NUhSELI VtMF b.417? 9.5 24
 
HEAT TRNbFQ CUFF 1v>.4MQh 81.6862 
PRSS QnI(T M2t) 1.1ihq 5.6597
 
6EN0 FIk(I' r2o) 1.1)O09 0.026
 
FLUA RT (LtlHq) ;0Oi.0o 500.0n
 
EXCH NEIGHT (LA) 41.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (W41 12.Oo) 12.00
 
FIN HEIGHT (Ili) 1.20s 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS IN) 11.019 0.015
 
NumatE VF FINS i?.00 32,00
 
FIN EPSILUN I,.A?320 0.51225
 








ORIGPNAII AGE 12$ 
OF, pOOR QUAL Y 
91 
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54 IE UNITS MODEL NO. CX9S2-70-31
 
AIRED AS 16 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 *EIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER TE OEVICE (WATT-SEC/C)= n.55MSE+02
 
HOT M-CP PER TE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.2b73E+03
 
COLOHOTINTERSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/So IN/C= 6.3,. 6.3, 20.0......
 
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIMUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET IDTH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.n050
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)Z 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SU INCH): 1.4400 1.4400
 
ALUMIKA THKNS (INCH): 0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-8AR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE ,ATER b0%EG
 
PLATE TEMP () 1S5.U2 271.47
 
INLET TEIV(K) -294.30 27a.90
 
OUTLET TE-P (A) 40a.01 27 3 .49 
HT OUT OF FLU(") -1956.66 169.52 
PLT-PLT LOSS (") 6.65 6.65 
PRANOFL NUMMER e.08372 S1.18763
 
REYNOLDS NUM5ER a 0.22 31.89
 
NUSSELT 'II41MAE b.417 5.7336 
HEAT TKqSFW CUEF 128.4919 4.79b0 
PRSS ORP(IN H20) 0.0569 7.842R 
6END FTR(IN k20) 0.00"5 n.0917 
FLOA kT (L6/MR) 501.00 700.00 
EXCH 4EIGHT fLA) "1.75 1.A0 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.0(0 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12 000 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN rHKNSs (],N) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMdER OF FINS 32.00 42.00
 
FIN EPSILON 0.8752 0. 41184. - ­




CURENT [AMPS) , 92q 
P AE R A TTS)9(*10 1164.193­
92
 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION DATE 01120/77 1237 
54 TF UNIIS MODEL NO. CX9S-70-51 
AIRED Ab 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES . ....... 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4360 AEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE COMM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PEk TE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.59448E+02 
HOT M*CP PER TE UEVICE (vATT*SECIC)= n.b673Et03 
COLDHOT.INTERSrAGE CIINDUCTIVITY (iATT/sIl IN/C): 6.3, 6.3. 2A.0 
I.E. MATERIAL COMM Comm
 
COUPLE DISTIRUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET 1N0TH (INCH): 0.0550 0.0S50
 
PELLET LFNGIm (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE ANEA (b14 INiCH)= ,1 o I.uluo
10 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= .0300 0.0300
 
BUS-8AW THKNS lINCH)= 0i.050 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTUR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE AATER 6oEG 
PLATE TEmP (K) 502.40 265.3q 
INLET rtMP (K) 294,30 278.90 
OUTLET TEmP (K) 300.07 265.74 
HT OUT OF FLU(*) -1520.96 339.50 
PLT-PLT LOSS tv,) 7.25 7.25 
PRANOTL NUMBER b.59313 q5.8b493 
REYNOLDS -NII4BER b4.103 3.82 
WIUSELT UM8ER 6.496 5.060 
HEAT IRNSFR CUEF 129.3114 74.5067 
PRSS DWP(IN H20) 0.0994 1.3279 
hENO FTR(IN m2U) 0.0013 0.0011 
FLOU* RT (L/Hk) 500.n0 100.00 
EXCH AEIGMI (La) 41.7S 11.60 
FIN LENGTH'IN) 12.000 12.000 
LVR LENGTM (IN) 12.000 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) I.205 0.910 
FIN rHKNS5 (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NUMBER OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
F I N E P S I L O N 0. 7 1t7 3 0.9638 . . . . . . . . . . . .
 






POAEx (AATTS) 117 .037 ... .... ....
 
OIGINAl] PA.GE I 
OF POOR QUAI M-- 93 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DESCfIPTION DATE 01/21177 1240
 
54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. Cx952-70-3t
 
*IRED AS 1-PAkALLE -SETS OF__ 3_UNITS IN SERIES.-- -. , -.
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 EIGHT (GRiAM)= 21.129 WESISTANCE COHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C)= 0.5544E+02
 
W
HOT M*CP PE TE uEvICE (NATT*SEC/C): 0.26973EO03 
CQLQ,2401,ItjERSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/SQ _IN/C.): _6b.3 -632Lq -
r.E. MATeqIAL COMM COMm
 
COUPLE UISTRIKUTIION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET WIDTH ([;CH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGI (INC"): 0.0630 0.1SI0
 
STAGE AWEA (SU INCH)= 1.4400 _ 1.440
 
ALUMINA TmKNS tImCm): 0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-3AR TKfjS (INCH): 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACIUW HOT COLD 
FLUID TYrE ATER bOZEG 
- -PLATE IEMP (K) 302.47 _. 267.71 
INLET TEMP (KY)- 2-44.30-' 274.QO --
OUTLET TEmP tK] 0O0.1t 2b8.48
 
HT OUT OF FLO(n) -1'32.Q0 397.82
 
PLT-PLT LObS (t) 6.AI 6.81
 
PRANDTL .ukRER 6.AQ007 90.27314
 
HEYNOLDS V.iMMth ha.IS b .10 .. ..... ..
-.. ..
 
NiJssEL1~yuUMA - 6.494f, S.09u1
 
HEAT TRNSFQ CUEF 129.3176 75.4551
 
PRSS OP(IN H20) o0q9 1.67T3
 
SEND FTW(IN H20) 4.o,013 0.0024
 
FLOA RT (LH/IR) 5Ou.00 150.00
 
EKCH A'EIGHT (LA) 4t.75 __11.60 ______ _______ 
VN LNKGT {I N) -12.oto 12.000 
LVR LENGI (IN) 12.0no 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN EHKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NU'4ER OF FINS 3P.00 32.00
 
FIN tPSILOnl 0.71174 0.89273
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54 TE UNIS5 MODEL NO. CXq52-70-31
 
wIREO AS 1- PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS -IN SERIES.
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.M300 wEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.57q
 
COLD M*CP PER TE DEvICE (AATT*SEC/C)= 0.55 AE+02
 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (lATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E'03
 
COLD.HOTINTE*qS1AGE CONDUCTIVITY (AATT/S0 IN/C): 6.3, 6.3, 20.0
 
T.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRISUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET 'IDQH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA tSU INCH)= 1.4400 l.44O0
 
ALUMINA EHKN5 tIOINCH) - 0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-dAW THKNS (INCH)= 0.0190 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE AATER 60%EG 
PLATE TEMP (K) 302.57 268.87 
INLETT IENP (K!..... 29u.300- P74.90 
OUTLET TEAP (K) 300.18 269.q8 
HT OUT OF FLOCA) -15I1.5A Sbb.e0 
PLT-PLT LOSS (N) 6.E* 6.60 
PQANDTL NUMiER b.3637 87.397qO 
REYNOULDS NUMIER 6..2 8.42 
NUSSEL'NtIIMEIR 6.uqa6 5.1607 
HEAT (RNSFW COEF 1 9.3325 76.QObS 
PRSS ORP(IN H8) 0.099 2.110 
rENO FTR(IN H2U) 0.0013 0.QO'2 
FLUA ki (LR/HR) 500.00 200.00 
EKCH AEIGHs (La1) - '1.75 11.b 
FIN-LENGtH--(IN) 12.000 e.000
 
LVR LENGIh (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN 1HK SS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUM.3EQ OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON u.7117b 0.81572
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54 TE UNITS ALUEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
_ tBIR ED AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES ... ... ... ..
 
THERMOELECTRIC OEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)% 0.4300 tEIGHT (GRAM): PI.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)r 1.57q
 
COLD MtCP PER IE DEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E+02
 
HOT M-CP PER TE DEVICE (BATTSEC/C)= Obql3E.03
 
CDOHOTJJNTE S[AGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/SQ IN/Cl-__6,3l 6.3,.20.0 ..
 
I.E. MATERIAL COMm COMm
 
COUPLE DISTRIBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET 610IH LINCH): 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1910
 
STAGE AkEA (SQ I'4Cr) __ 1.4400 _ 1.4400
 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH): 0.0300 0.030
 
dUS-SAW THKNS LINCH): 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE IIATER 60%EG
 




OUTLET TEMP (K) 300.2? 271.55
 
HT OUT OF FLO(t) -1561.23 374.45
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (*) ,.39 6.39
 
PRANOTL NUMBER 6.38079 84.93804
 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 4.b 7 1.0 ..
 
NUSSELT hj,MER ... 49468 5.2882
 
HEAT TRNSFR COEF 129.3389 79.25b3
 
PRSS ORP(IN H20) 0.0992 3.4949
 
dEND FTR(I H20) 0.0015 0.0095
 
FLOM RI (L/Hk) 500.n0 300.00
 
EXCs nEIGMT (Lb) 41.75 11.6
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.0" 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.00
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.209 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUNSER OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON . 1177 0.68373
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5 TE LNITS MUDEL NO. Cx952-70-31
 
WIREO AS 18 PARALLEL SEIS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THtkIOELECTRC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION'
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 .EIGHI (GRAM)= 21.129 RFSISTANCE ,(OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PEH TE DEvICE (*ATT*SFC/C) 0o.5548E02
 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (tATT*SEC/C): 0.26973E+03
 
COLOMUT,INTESTAGE CONoUCriVITY (wATT/SQ IN/C)= 6.3, 6.3, 20.0-

T.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIBUIION: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AlIOH (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (SIJ INCH): ... oO 1.4400
 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH): 0.0300 0.n3O0
 
SUS-dAR THKNS (INCH): 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE AATER h0%EG 
PLATE IEMP (K) 302.(hb - 270.91 
INLETiEmP- (K) 294.30 274.90 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 300.25 272.86 
HT OUT OF FLO(ft) -lsbo.0 381.28 
PLY-PLY LOSS (W) 6.22 6.22 
PRANOTL qLlkkER b.37921 82.25760 
REYNOLOS VUMNER 64.29 22.46 
NUSSELT NU-'ER 6.4"06 5.5222 
HEAT TWNSF' COEF 129.34a? 81.6861 
PQSS ONP(IN H20) 0.0992 9.6695 
BENO FTR(rr He) 0.0013 0.02ba 
FLON R1 (L3/HRI 500.00 500.00 
EXCH NEIGHT (LB) U1.75 11.60 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000' 
LVH LENGTH (INT) 12.o0 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN TnKNSS (INJ 0.015 0.015 
NUMBEK OF FINS 32.00 32.00 
FIN EPSILON - 0.7117 0.51228 
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54 TE UNITS MUDEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
___WI.RLO AS IA PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)% 0.300 "EIGHT (GRAM): 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM): 1.579
 
COLD M.CP PER TE OEvICE (WATTSECIC)= 0.59448E 02
 
HOT m*CP PEW TE DEVICE (.ATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03
 
COLO,0!.INTEWSIAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/So IN/C)± 63K_-.Jt .
 
T.E. MATEPIAL COMM COMm
 
COUPLE DISTRIRUTION: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET 6I0TH (UNCH)= 0.0550 0.0950
 
PELLET LENGTH tINCH)= 0.06 0 0.1910
 
STAGE AREA (So INCH)= 1.UuOO - 1.4400
 
ALUMINA iTHKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 0.0300
 
SUS-AR THKNS [INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUIO TYPE fATER 60%EG
 
PLATE TEmP (K)_ 302.68 ?71.33 _-__
 
INLET rEMP 294.30 7U.90
(K) 3 

OUTLET TEMP (E) 300.27 273.43
 
HT OUT OF FLO(h) -1972.99 384.51
 
PLT-PLT LOSS (i) 6.14 6.14
 
PRANDTL 'UMSEk 6.37709 81.26581
 




HEAT TRNSFR COEF 129.3472 8.7954
 
PQSS ORP(IN H20) 0.099P 7.8528
 
SEND FrW(I N20) 0.0013 0.0517
 
FLOn RT (LR/HR) 500.00 700.00
 
EXCH AEIGHE (Lm) 41.75 11.60 -.....
.
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
LVR LENGTn (I(.) 1?.000 12.000
 
FIN HFIGHT (INJ 1.2(15 0.510 
FIN tXKNSS (IN) 0.(15 0.015 
NtlM.ER OF F]INS 52.u0 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON 0.71178 0.41186
 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM POtER CU:rDITIUNS
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5a TE ONITS -MO0EL NO. CX952-70-31
 
BIPED AS 18 PANALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 wEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M.Cr PER 1E dEVICE (WATT*SEC/C): 0.55448E+02 
HOT t*CP PER TE LEVICE (tATT*SEC/C)= 4.26973E+03 
COL.HOT, INTERSTAGE CONDUCT1VITY (BATT/SO IN/C): 6.. 6.3 20.0 
I.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE DISTRIBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIOrN (INCN): 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.06b0 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (Sfj INCH): 1.4000 1.a400-..................
 
ALINA--HKNS--(INCH) - 0.0300 o.n300
 
BUS-6AR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTUk HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE WATER 6OEG
 
PLATE TEMP (K) 321.47 284.20
 
IN[EfT T'EP (K) 294.30 2qu.30
 
OUTLET TE4P (K) 31.42 284.63 
HT OUT OF FLO(a) -1430.31 373.32 
PLT-PLT LOSS (A) 7.3A 1.30 
PRANOIL NUMtEk 4.954q2 6.45q j
 




NEAT TrbF. COEF 1u.if22 73.7017 
PRSS ORP(IN M20) 0.0158 0.b158 
dENO FTW(IN 201 0.0001 0.0011 
FLUN PT (Li/Hk) 1n.00 100.00 
EXCH 4EIGHT (Lb) 41.75 11.60 
FIN-LENtTN 0() - 12.000T 12.000 
LVR LENrTN (IN) 1d.00 12.000 
FIN iEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.910 
FIN THK-58 (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NUMBEn OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON 0.9.90b. 0.95727 ........
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54 TE UNITS MDUEL NO. CXq52-70-31 
AIRED_ _ 18 PARALLEL SFTS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
TMEPMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL OESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)z 0.4300 tEIGHT (GRAM)= PI.1 9 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD *CP PEP TE OVICE (WATT.SEC/C). 0.5548E+02
 
HOT M*tp PEk TE OEVICE ('.TTwSEC/C)= 0.26973E+03 
COLO,_NOTI NrERSTA,.E CONOUCTIVITY (NATT/Sj IN/C)= - .. 6.3, 20.0 .......-
T.E. MATERIAL COMM COMm
 
CuUPLE DISTRIBUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET wIOr" (INCH): 0.0550 0.n850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= n.0630 0.4510
 
STAGE AREA ISuW INCH):- 1.4400 - 1.4400 -------

ALUMINA THKNS (DiCH): 0.0300 0.0300
 
3US-6AR TxKN5 (INCH): 0.0150 0.0520
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE hATER e0%EG
 





OUTLET TEMP (K) 321.57 287.56
 
MT OUT OF FLD(h) -1438.09 391.44
 
PLT-PLT LOSS,( ) b.85 6.85
 
PRANOTL ,UWBEk 4.94702 44.32809 
REYNOLDS NJ EKt 16.09 13.12-... ....... .. ................. 
NUSSELT NUMeER b.6038 5.1121
 
HEAT TRNSFR CUEF 130.1977 7U.7098
 
PRSS Okp[IN H20) U.0157 0.8792
 
BEND FTIN h20) 0.0001 0.0024
 
FLO RT (LB/HP) 100.00 150.00 
EXCHNEIGHT (LH) _ 41.75. I.bo . 
-FINY-CENGTH"(IN) 12. 000 12.000
 
LvR LENGT (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.2A5 0.510
 
FIN EHKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMPER OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON _ O.9q,306. RO0 ...... . . . . . ..
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54 TE UNITS MOnEL NO. CX952-70-31 
.... IAS PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIESRE I 
THt9MOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
4EIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 wEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
:OLD M.CP PER TE DEVICE (hATT*SEC/C)= 0.5S44AEt0? 
HOT V*CP PER TE DEVICE (WATTtSEC/C)= 0.26973Et03 
___;OLOHOTINTElSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/SQ IN/CI= 6,3, 6.3,_20.0-........ 
T.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM 
COUPLE nISTRIMUTION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET *10TH (INCH)= 0.059 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1910
 
STAGE AWEA (S.J I.CH)= I.tu00 1.4400
 
ALUMINA'TWKNS (INCWI)= 0.0300 0.000
 
6US-SAR TWKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.030
 
'XCHANGEQ FACTUR HOT COLD 
FLI10 TYPE NATEW OEG 
PLATE TEMP (K) 21t.73 287.8h 
INLEF TEMP (K) 294.3n 294.30 
OUTLET TEMP (KI 321.(8 289.14 
IT OUT OF FLOr.) -14U3.79 3q9.98 
'LT-PLT LOSS (A) 6.63 6.63 
PIANDTL NU-PER 4.90102 41.23466 
REYNOLDS ,um$ER -1.10 17.98 
NUJSSELT Vu,-HFR b .3438 5.1896 
tEAT rRNs;F CuEF 130.2172 75.7i4Q 
'RSS 'JRP(IN H20) 0.A157 1.1423 
IENO FTR(IN m?0) n.0o00 0.0043 
FLON kT (L./MN) 1On.0 P00.00 
'XCH *EIGHT (LA) 41.75 11.60 
FIN LENGT- (IN) 12.000 12.000 
LVR LENGI' (IN) IP.000 12.000 
FIN HEIG.r (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN rHKNSS (IN) 0.015 1.019 
NIIM-EU UF TINS 32.00 32.00 
- -FIN E.PSILON u.9qSO6 0.80008 
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54 TE UNITS MUDEL NO. Cxq52-10-31
 
*IREO AS Ia PANALLEL SETS OF - 3 UNITS IN SERIES .............
 
IMENMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRTPTIN
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= (,.4300 .EIGHT (GRAM)= P1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PER IF DEVICE (*ATT*SEC/C3= 0.55448E+02
 
HOT M*CP PEW [E DEVICE (vATT*SEC/C): 0.2b973E403
 
COLD,HOTINTEH.TAGECONDUCTIVITY (vArT/SQ IN/C)= 6 ., 20.0
 
tIE. MATERIAL COMM CoMM
 
COUPLE OISTkIrU1ION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIDIH (INCH)= O.OS50 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1910
 
STAGE AREA (SU INCH)= 1.4100
_1.400 

ALUMINA TNKNS(INCH): . 0O30-0
0.0300 ..

BUS-SAR THKNS (INCH): 0.0150 0.0320
 
- EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUI) TYPE nATER 60%EG 
PLATE TEMP (K) 321.88 28q.05 .................. 
INLET TIEP (K) a4.3 29q4.30 
OUTLET TEZP (K) 321.82 90.80 
HT OUT OF FLO(n) -1451.62 408.02 
PLT-PLT LUSS (w) 6.43 6.3 
PRANDTL NUMBER 4.93279 42.13168 
REYNOLOS N4mriE. 16.13 .. 27.74 .... ... ...... .. . 
NUSSELT NtjfE 6.34"3W 5.3271 
HEAT TRNSFR COEF 130.440 77.7485 
PRSS ORP(IN N20) 0.0157 1.6697 
REND FTR(IN M0) 0.0061 0.00qb 
FLOt RT (LH/H) 100.00 300.00 
EXCH EIGHT (L) 41.75 11.6n ........ 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 -i.000
 
LVR LENGTH UIN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THXN8$ (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUM$ER OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILUN 0.qqagA, 0.66651
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54 TE ,JNITS UOEL NO. CX9S?-70.31
 
.IREOAS__ 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= U.4300 AFIGHT (GRAM)= P1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
CULD M*CP REt TE OEVICE (/ATT*SEC/C)= 0.55auME+02
 
HOT M.CP PER TE OEVICE (AATT*SEC/C)= 0.2h93E03
 
___COLU,HOT,.iNTERSTAGE CUNOLCTIVITY (tATT/SU IN/C)= 6.3.. 6.3, 20.0-...........
 
I.E. MATERIAL COMM CoMm
 
COUPLE OTSTRIAUTION: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIOTH (INCH)= 0.0590 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCHJ= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA (S) INCH)= I . 4400 1.4400
 
ALUMINA TmNb (INCH): 1.0500 0.0304
 
3US-BAR THKuS (INCH)= 0.0190 0.6320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUIO TYPE AATER 6OEG
 
PLATE IEMP (A) 321.RQ P90.01
 
INLET rEMP (K) )Q4.30 24.30
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 5R1o$3 P92.17
 
HT our OF FLOIWA -1452.13 415.33
 
PLT-PLT LUSS (NI S.24 b.24
 
PRADrL NI'"4EP 4.q3226 41.2517a
 
REYNOLDS NUMnEN 16.13 47.32
 
NIJSSEIf N,UMnEk b.34"8 5.5888 
HEAT IWNSFR CLEF 130.2457 81.5211
 
PRSS RP(IN M20) 0.n157 2.7308
 
3END F'TR(IN HNO) u.n0l 0.0266
 
FLOA kT (LP/kR) 00.00 500.00
 
EXCH AEIGHT (1L-) 41.79 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 1P.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUmdEk (IF FINS i .00 32.00
 
___FIN EPSILON 0.9Q80 6 0.4q736
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54 TE UNITS mUnEt 41. CX952-70-31
 
__IRED AS. PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UhITS IN SEHIES
 
THEkMUELECTPIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INC41= 0.430 tFIGHT (GRAM)= ?1.129 RESISTANCE [OHM)= 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PEw Ik OEvICE ($ATT*SEC/C)= n.5544$E+U2
 
HOT M*CP PE TE DEVICE (vATT*SEC/C)= 0.2b973E 03
 
COLDHOT,INTtRSTAGE.C DOUCTIVITY (AATT/SU IN/C)= 6.3, 6.3!, .0
 
I.E. MATERIAL COMM CoMm
 
COUPLE 0IStIBUII(JN= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET IflTH (INC)= 0.0550 0.0850
 
PELLET LEN'GIH tIACS)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
STAGE A EA (SO INCH)= - 1.40auI 1.4400
 
ALUMINA Trl S (INCH)= 0.0300 0.0300
 
'US.$AK THKNS (INCs)= 0.0190 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE AATER 60%EG
 
- PLATE TEMP (K) 321.96 290.46 
INLET TEP (A) 244.3n 2Q4.30 
OUTLET TE-P (K) 321.90 292.77 
HT OUT OF FLD(*) -1455.75 418.27 
PLT-PLT LOSS (A) 6.17 6.17 
PRANDTL U.HEk 4.Y24b 4n0.87334 
REY'JOLDS NtREW _ 16.14 6b.91NIJSSELT NUMHFW 6.SUR S.82hl 
HEAT IRNSFg C',FF lA0.25AI ga.9183
 
PWSS O'P(I-j H20) 0.0157 3.oO4i
 
SEND FTR(IIN u20) 0.,1nl 0.0522
 
FLO 14T LLP/Nkl 100.0 700.00
 
EXC" AEIGHT (L8) 41.79 11.6n
 
FIN LEN.bTH- (IN) 12.000) 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.2n5 0.910
 
FIN THKNg5 (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMBER OF FINS 3).00 32.0
 
FIN EPSILON 0.9"(1e6- o.3997A
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',a TE UNITS m)EL NO. CX952-70-31
 
___!IRED AS IA PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THEIMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 'EIGHT, (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHm): 1.579
 
COLD M*CP PE TE DEvICE (WAETTSEC/C)z 0O.554REt02
 
HUT M*CP PER TE QEVICE (WArT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+U3
 
__COLDHOTIN!EwSTAGE CO,4UUCTIVITY (nATT/SQ IN/C): 6.3, 6.3, 20.0
 
T.E. MATERIAL COMm COMM
 
COUPLE OISTWInUTIO= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIDTH (INCH)=' 0.0590 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 11.1510
 
STAGE AREA (S'J ItqCH): 1.4400 1.4400
 
ALUTINA TTKkS (I-tCr)= 0.0300 0.0300
 
BUS-dAR THKNS (INCh)= 0.0150 0.03 0
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR NOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE WATER 6OEG
 
-PLATE TEMP (K) i0b.08 82.14
 
INLET TEMP (K) 29,s.30 29G.30
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 30a.59 82.65
 
HT OUT OF FLD(w) -1627.70 448.75
 
PLT-PL LLiSS (A) 4.b9 4.69
 
PRANOTL NUMRER b.040S2 47.97960
 




HEAT rTNSFQ COEF iA.59S7 71.7506
 
PRSS OnP(IN H20) 0.0565 0.6374
 
BEN0 FTRPIN "2u) 0.0005 0.0011
 
FLOW RT (R /IHR) 300.00 100.00
 
EXCH EIGHT (Ld) LI.75 11.60
 
FIN LENGTn (IN) 12.A00 32.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.0o0 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN rHKNbS {IN) n.015 0.015
 
NUM$ER UF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSIL0N 0.l7337 0.95763 .
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54 TE UNITS MUOEL NO. CX9SP-10-31
 
..±RE0 AS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THEMMUELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
1EIGHT (INCH)= U.4300 WEIGHT (GRAM)= 22.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
:OLD *CP PER TE DEVICE U.ATT*SEC/C): n.55a48E+02
 
HOT %4*CP PER TE uEVICE (NATT*SEC/C)= 0.26973E+03
 
-- , It,,ttINTERSTAGE CUNUtICTIVLT3Y (?AtT/SQ IN/C)± 6.3, b3 ?~~
 
I.E. MAIEWIAL COMM COMm
 
COUPLE OISTkI[ION= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET WIDTH (INCH)= 0.0550 O.05n
 
PELLET LENGIH (INCH)= 0.063P 0.1510
 
STAGE AREA I5f IgCH)= 1.4400 _ 1 .4qO
 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 0.0500
 
3US-SAP rHKNS (l.VCM)= 0.0150 0.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD
 




INLET TEMP (k) 2q4.30 294.30
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) A0u.68 286.17
 
4T OuT OF FLD() -1641.70 471.44
 
4LT-PLT LOSS (t) 4.13 4.13
 
P A UTL VUMMEW 6.034Q7 45.32122
 




lEAF TRNbFR CUEF 128.b091 7u.7425
 
'RSS ORP(IN m20) 0.0965 0.9003
 
jEND FTP(IN H20) 0.0005 0.0024
 
FLOd RT (Ls/HR) 300.00 150.00
 
E XCH nEIGMT (Le) _41.15 11.60
 
FIN LENGTH (IN) 12.u00 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 1?.000 12.00
 
FIN HEItHT (IN) l.?n5 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUV$EN OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILUV. 0.87318 - 0.88074-­












SYSIF. ,'frFjkMANCE uFECwIPTITN lATE 0f/7/77 1109 
SQ TF. LJ ITS 110l L -40. CK952-70-31 
NIKE.; AS IR PA&LLEL SET' OF 3 UvITS IN SFPIES 
j[.-"OELtCT'<I "EvICF PHYSICAL I)ESCRIPTIOM 
-FI;MI (I'C")= ".431,, .xrlhIT (K&.<)- Pl.1?9 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.97q 
'..0 '-C" P; I )FVICF (.'.71,FC/O)-t (1o59uuhE+0) 
'i)I A.C " PFr I$ I)FvILr (,iAfr.S FC/C): 0.?697 *tU;0
ITY INC):0L0,,UT,I'If., l F C0'.Jrh'I,_T1V (vakTT/Sl 6.3, .3 .0 
T.t. '&IEAIAL Comm COMm 
CiltJPLF l.1-,JIU:'= 70.00 31.nO
 
PELLET t,4oI (1('H)= 0.11550 0.0gs0
 
PELLEI LFrTH (IN'CH)= 0.0650 0.1510
 
STAGE 	AKEA (brj IvCA)= I.U00 1.4400
 
LUIN A TIN5 (INC.-I)= n.0o0 0o~nf3
 
'MUS-13Aq INK"VS (I.Ch)= 0.0190 n.A3?10
 
XtCHA.'JGEn F4CTU. dL,T COLD
 
FL;]') TYPF ATCF9 60%Fr
 
PLAFIE IrElp (A&) 39f, .>7 ?S8b 553
 
INLET 1E'P (K) d'rJ.30 2 q4.30
 
UtI1LET TE- (K() 30u1.75 288.0,1 
4r our (,FFLI-(w) -16s9.08 4,II.qq 
'LT-LT LuSS (3-) 3.Rb 
PW&4qf)TL AIMw h.02"14. 4 3 .9Q5572 
QEYN-'JIS Att, ) ..S9 17.65 
NUr FIAF 5.O0aJUSSLT .4171 

IEAT tPNSF Ct'Pi1fi? 75.75832
 
StND PTQ(I rt) 11.41 0 0.0055 
FLOt. RT tLA/in) 40r1*00) ?00(.0n 
E'XCH - LG 1Ft (L - (,).79 11.60 
FIN LF ,;Fr .00(IN) 12.000
 
LVR LFNrl (INi l ?.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT ( IN)1 1.?05 ().-,1)
 
FIN ?t KNbS I(IN) A.015, 0.019
 
NvuM3EK OF FIVS 32.00d 52.00
 
FIN EPSILtv 0.8734n OI.AOOSI
 
SIEAOY.SIaTE SYSTt4 P-WFP CoNnItxoNS
 
VJLTAF (VO'LTS) 19.500




SYS[EW PE FdRMANCE OFSCRIPTION DATE 01/2t/77 lnq
 
541TF UNITS 'U0rL ,90. CXq5?.7O31
 
NIREO AS Ia P&PALLkL SETS OF 5 UNITS IN SENIES
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL iJLSCRIPTION
 
IEIGHT (,INCH)= 0.4300 "EIGHT (GRAM) P.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
ZOLD M*CP PER TE dEVICE (hATT-SEC/C)= 0.554a8E+02
 
HOT M*C PE TE UFVICF (AATT*SEC/C)= 0.2974E+03
 
___:QLDOHTINTERSTAGE CUNDUCTIVITY (WATT/SO IN/C): 6.3, 6.3, PD.0
 
I.E. mATtWIAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE O]STPIuIIUN: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIDIH (INCH): 0.0550 0.oASo
 
PELLET LENGIH (I'CH): 0.0630 0.1510
 
-- STAGE A EA (SO INCHJ= 1.1400 1.*400
 
ALUMINA rlN S (fCr): 0.0300 0.0300
 
6US-AAk THKNS (INCH)= n.0150 A.0320
 
EXCHANGER FACTOR NuT COLD
 
FLIJI') IYPE fATEQ sOEG
 
- PLATE TEMP (K) 30b.16 ?87.96
 
INLET TEMP (K) 44.30 294.3n
 
OUTLET rEmP (K) 504.84 290.07
 
IT OUT OF FLDt") -1667.21 'q2.25
 
'LT-PLT LOSS (6) iA0 3.60
 
P*ANI)TL NtIIM E b.O22q5 'Q.6I03
 
REYNULOS X1IIMAj 40,.9A 27.40
 
NUSbELT NIMRFR f.4171 9. 264
 
4EAT IkRSF CUEF 2i.S3A2 77.761h
 
RSS 0RP(Tk "?0) 0.0',64 1.b9A
 
3END FT(I. H20) 3.00n05 O.00b
 
FLOR RT (LA/M&) 3o.o0 300.0n
 
LWCH aEIGhT (Lb) 41.75 11.Ao
 
FIN LENGTH (I') I?.oo0 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.60n 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.2n9 0.510
 
FIN rHKNSS (IN) nl019 0.019
 
NUM4ER OF FINS 5?.0O 32.00
 
____FIN EPSILUN 0.8734,1 0.,66R9
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54 TE UNITb 4UOEL NO. CX9b?-70-31 
-AIREO AS I PAkALLELSETS OF 3 UNI-TS IN SERIES _ 
THEftMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4500 NEIGHr (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
COLD M*CP PER tE DEVICE (#ATT*SEC/C)= O.594BaE+02 
HOT M*CP PER TE uEVICE (WATT*SEC/C): 0.26973E+03 
_COL0_H0T INTERSTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (AT T/SU IN/C) _6.3,6tb t0_,0. 
f.E. MATERIAL COMM COMm 
COUPLE DISThIRUTION= 70.00 31.00 
PELLET A4OTH (INCH)= 0.0590 0.0850 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1910 
STAGEAREA (SQ INCH)= 1.0400 1 O.4400 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.0300 n.0300 
8US-BAR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0190 0.0320 
EXCHANGER FACTOR HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE hATER 60XEG 
PLATE rE'P (K) _ 3nh.39 28. 12 .. ... . ........ . ..... 
INLET IE.P (K) 294.30 ?q4.36 
OUTLET rEmP (K)





PLT-PLT LOSS (h) 1.38 5.38 
PPA:DTL NUMPER t.0 lP4 41.5388 
REYNOLDS N jAPER 40.99 46.96 
NUSSELT NIjMiER 6.4171 5.5881 
HEAT TRNSFR COEF 2A.6u23 91.5254 
PRSS OPtIN .20) 0.0564 2.7508 
3ENO FIR(I-q H20) o.u0O5 0.0266 
FLOA RT (LR/HWJ 30 .o0 500.00 
EXCH_EIGHT (LH) 41.75 11.60 










FIN IHKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015 
NU'IER OF FINS 52.00 52.00 
FI. EPSTLUN 0.'a7 342 0 .49754_ 
STEAUY-STATE SYSTEM PU'ER CONDITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VWILTS) IR.50 
CUNt4t (AMPS) 6Q.067 
_PO'E- (WATTS) 1185.231 - - - - --­
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94 TE UNITS MIOEL NO. Cxq52.70-31 
__ IWEfLAS 18 PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES .... . 
THENMOELEC[RIC DEVICE PHYSICAL AESCRIPTION 
HEIGHT (INCH): 0.4300 AEIGHT (GRAM): P1.12 RESISTANCE (OHM)t 1.57q 
COLD M*CP PER Tt uEVICE (fATTSEC/C)= 0.55448E02 
HOT M*CP PER TE DEVICE (wAIT*SEC/C): 0.26973E+03 
_ CnLQ _TpTINTESTAGE CONDUCTIVITY (WATT/SO IN/C)= _3 _ 6.3L 2C ..... 
I.E. N'ATERIAL COMM COMM 
COUPLE QISTRIeUILON= 7n,00 31.00 
PELLET AIDT" (INCH)= 0.0950 0.0850 
PELLET LENGTH (IrCH)Z 0.0b30 0.1510 
* AGL AREA -(50 INCH): 1.4400 1.4400------ - - - --
ALUMINA THKNS (I.CH)= 0.0i0 0.0300 
BUS-BAR THKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0320 
EXCHANGER FACTOk HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE AATER 60EG 
PLATE P(K__ -­ 30b,4;1 - ?89.66 _ -_________ 
INLET TEmP (K) 294.30 29.30 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 304.p9 ?92.45 
HT OUT OF FLO(f -167q.27 505.06 






RE YOLOb ,U-bER - 40.61 b6.56 - -
NUSSELI 'U-iER bo.171 5.8259 
HEAT TRNSFR CUFF IP1.474 AL,9689 
PRSS OkP([N H20) 0."563 3.Alqq 
BEND FTK(IN HU) 1:0(105 0.0522 
FLU RT (L/MRW) AOO.oo 700.OC 
EXCH AEIGHT (Lr) 41.79 11.60 
FIN 'LEWGt'H IN ) 1p. 000 1?.000 
LVR LENGrH (IN) 12.000 - 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (1I-1 1.2n5 0.510 
FIN TIHKNSS (I) 0.015 0.015 
NUMBER OF FINS 32.00 32.00 
- FIN EPSILU 0.87343 O.3 QAq 
STEADY-STATE SYSTEM POWER CONDITIONS 
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54 TE UNIITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31
 
JINEflAS IA PARALLkL SErS OF 3 UNITS 
IN SERIES .
 
THERC0ELECTW-IC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
 
WEIGHT (GRAM): !1.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.57q
IEIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 

:ALD '*CP PFR IF DEVICE (4ATT*SEC/C)= 0.514a8E.02
 
HOT %*CW .EN TE DEVICE (fATT*SEC/C)= 0.26971E*03
 
Al.DNQ1,INTESTAUE CONOICTIyITY (ATT/SQ IN/C) 6.3. 6.3, 20.0..... .....
 
ToF. ATERIAL COMM COMm
 
COUPLE OISTRIRUTION: 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIOrH (INCH): 0.0950 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1910
 
qIAGE_ A'4EA (5-4 INCH.): 1.4400 1.au00
 




BUS-rIAR THKNS (INCH) 0.0150 0. O0
 
:XCHANGER FACTOR HUT COLD
 
FLuIn TYPE AATFR 6OXEG
 
PLATETEMP (K) 3n3.15 2A1.77
 
INLEI TEMP [K) ?94.30 2q4.30
 
OUTLET TEMP (K) jUO.60 282.30
 
IT OUT OF FLO(w) -1"62.? 462.10
 
-LT-PLT LOSS (k) 4.19 4.19
 




NuSSELI NJdtEH 6.4945 5.0465
 
IEAT VRNSF CUEF 129.4079 73,7590
 
- IRSS DQP(IN H20) 0.0988 0.b4l2
 
lEND FTP(IN H20) 0.0013 n.0011
 
FLOM RT (LR/R) s00.00 100.00
 
:XCH .nEIGnT ILH) 41.75 It.hO
 
FIN LENGTH (-IN) 12.000 12.000
 
-REYNOLDS NUM8ER 61.54 

LVR LENGTH (IN) 1°.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN IHK.aS (IN) 0.019 0.015
 
NU4HER OF FINS 42.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON_ 0.7118 1.95769
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54 tE UNITS MODEL NO. CX9SP-70-31
 
. LREOE .AS_ I PARALLEL SFTS OF S UNITS IN SERIES .........
 
THERMOELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL OESCRIPTION
 
1EIGHT (INCH)= 0.4300 AEIGHT (GRAM)= ;l.12q RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579
 
:OLD M*CP PER TE OLVICE (nATT.SEC/C)= 0.55448EO02
 
HOT M*CP PER TE OEVICE (4IATT.SEC/C)= O.26973Et03
 
~9IArtL~r~bTbECO'OUCTIVITY__(NI.T/SO IN/C): 6,3,_ 6.3,- 2,,D 
T.E. MArE41AL CoMm COMm
 
COUPLE DISTkI3UTIUN 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET AIOTH (INCH)= .Uo590 0.0850
 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510
 
-STAGE__ 	 AEA (SQ INCH)= I.4400 - 1.4140O--------------------------
ALUMINA INKNS fI.CHJ: 0.0300 0.0300 
6uS-6AR TRKNS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.0520 
EXCHANGEd FACTOR HOT COLD
 
FLUID TYPE 6ATER 6OEG
 
-PLATE rEP (K) -03.24 2A4.78
 
INCE T---E iK). 294.30 9a.30
 
OUTLET TE'P (K) 30u.67 ?5.9?
 
AT OUT OF FLU(') -Ih78.76 48b.11
 
'LT-PLT L"S (4,) 3.61 3.b1
 
PkANOTL NiI-HER n. 3598 45.50531
 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 60.58 12.75
 
NUSSELT NUWEW e.4945 5.1113
 
4EAT TRNSFR ClEF 129.4178 74.7484
 
'RSS owP(I, 20?) 0.09A8 0.9042
 
3END FTR(IN H20) 0.0013 0.0024
 
FL.O RT (Lh/HR) 500.00 150.00
 
£XCH AEIGHT (L8) 41.75 11.60
 
FTN LENGf- (IN) A. 00 12.000
 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.000 12.000
 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510
 
FIN THKNSS (IN) 0.015 0.015
 
NUMUFR OF FINS 32.00 32.00
 
FIN EPSILON -- 0.71190 0.88083
 






- -- PUtER (AATTS) i20P.575 -.. ..
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54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX952-70-31 
11RE.0 _-4_._ PARALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
THERMOELECTQIC DEVICE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
IEIGHT (INCH)= 0.0300 sEIGHT (GRAM): 21.129 RESISTANCE (OHM)= 1.579 
:OLD M-*CP P Q TE OEVICE (WATT*SEC/C)= 0.55448E+02 
NOT M*CP PER TE UEvICE (WATT*SEC/C): o.2697SE 03 
i~O,HOLINtER&TAQ.E CONOUqTIVITY (WAT-T/Sl IN/C):=.6 20.03I?O i. 
7.E. WAIERIAL COMM COMM 
COUPLE DIMTRIBUTIONt 70.00 31.00 
PELLET WlATH (INCH)z 0.65S0 o.080 
PELLET LENGTH (TVCH)t 0.0630 0.1510 
STAGE AWEA (5 1,ICH) _I .44fl0 1.440n 
ALU1MYA TE4KN3, (IN CN)t o.o3no n.0300 
6US-SAR THKNS (INCH): 0.0150 A.0320 
£XCHANGER FACTOR mOT COLD 
FLUTn TYPE WATER 60%EG 
-PLATETEMP (K) 303.32 - 262 
INJLET rEMP (K) 8Qo.30 294.36 
OUTLET TEMP (K) 1f0.7? P87.88 
iT OuT OF FLO(*) -1692.93 497.42 
)LT-PLY LOSS (t) 3.34 3.34 
PRANOTL ,vIP'pER b.34126 4U.10556 
R__EYNOLDS ',IWERt 1h0.62? 17.59 --
NIJSSELE Nom"ER A.U945 5.IR8U 
-
IEAT ThNSF? CUEF 1?9.uP75 75.7625 
'RSS DkP(IN H$2) 0.0987 1.1669 
END FIU(I'i "20) -).0013 0.0043 
FLO* PT (L/I/c) 50O.n 200.00 
LXCH AEIGHT (L-4) al1.75 11.60 
FIN LE;NGrH (IN) 12.000 12.000 
LVR LENGTH (IN) 12.04) 12.000 
FIN HEIGHT (IN) 1.205 0.510 
FIN rHKNbS tN)l .015 0.015 
NUM.iEH OF FINJS 32.00 32.0n 
FIN EPSILUN_ 0.71191 . 0,800bl-.. ..... 
STEADY-STATE STSTEM POttR CONOITIONS 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 18.500 
CURRENT (AMPS) 65.100 
____ 
POAEH, (bAATS) l?0i.3I7 
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54 IF t,%i VS "tlrEL NO. CX95.-70i-31 
%IQPE A., IQ PAkALLFL EFS OF ; UNITS IN. SERIES
 
IhEqkELECTPIC DFVICE PHYSICAL T)ESCkIPTTO, 
iEIGHT (1M.,i: 0.43o0 AEicT (GflM)= RESISTANCE 1.579. (0Hm)= 
.OLD M*(r Ifw IW uEvICE (v&TT*95C/C)= 0.5SaudE 02 
HOT 4*CP PEI? IE iE.VICt (WAIT*SEC/CIZ 0.26Y7YE+03 
- !)L) VT _ IAI.k C0.AIiCTIVITY (A'TT/S, IN/C): b., A.3, P0.0 
1.. VAT,. iAL COMM COMM
 
COUPLE fJ T l"LJ IU.AZ 70.00 ;1 no1
 
PfLLET lw (.)tINCH)= 0.0590 0.0850
 
PELLET LE'.GlTi (I00C1: 0.0fNI 0.1510
 
STAGE A A So, I't 1.440 1.aoOo
 
ALIS-IA I.-4'4,I5 fi,01 0.O O.
[CW)= 1 

EXCHANGEk "aCfI,(' "'AT COLO 
FLUT' I E AIER b %Ll; 
-PLATE I'P U ) 4o3. ?msT.77c
 
!kLUl 1591) (K) 294.36 294.30 
UiTLET It - 0 l) 01u. 7f, P3q.93 
IT 011i it- FLOIAJ -1 {fou.44 508.37 
3LT.PLT Lt,," (A)1 S.e .06ni 
PNANjpTL ',M.F .i773 U2.10318
 
'EY'40L.IS '.o."R hCI,49 17 .34
 
NuSSELT .t L< '.uqaS' S.32PB
 
4EAT IRNF.? CI"F 129.4354 77,7F,lj 
3NI) FTQLII- -P(,) u.O lZ .009* 
FLU?. MT tL4IHfl) jo.r1 0, 
XCH .-E1,a1 (ln) 41.75 11.60
 
FIN LEN,T (I' Ip.nn I?.n00
 
LV4 L V6.1,1r . tt;Ib0 1 1_.U
0n
 
FikN. MEIrNT LI) ?.51n
l.pns 

FIN VnKN S t IM.I .n15 0.r0l
 
NUM4EN OF I- I 'S 0 .0n'; ;P a
 
PIN EO5ILt, 0.711q? ).6lbqi
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54 TF 1h - ISb "jIDEL NJO. CXqe-7o- 4 1 
sI4DO AS IF P'kALLFL SETS (IF 3 UNITS IN SERIES 
TWME "LFCTQIC dEVICE PHYSICAL 0EbCRIPTIO 
HEIGHT (INCH)= O..U3v0 ETI;4T (GAM)- pi.12g kFSISTANCE (OHM)- I.s79 
COL) Ai*CP PER IE dEvICt (UATt-SEC/C)- 0.5S4A4F+IO 
HOT M*CP Pt'< T" IFVICk ('IAlT SEC/C)= (0.26 75E 03 
COL0,HUTINIt~bIAtI" Cc,. UCTIVITr (AATT/S(U IN/C)= 6.3, h.3, 0.0 
I.E. 'AIt-?lAL CO'm CO MM
 
COUPLE 'ISTkIM', IIIJI= 70.00 31.00 
PELLET .ID I" (ICH)= 0.0590 0.045n 
PELLET LF.AIn (L'.Cr)= O.ObSO (0.1510 
STAGE A.EA (SQ4 ItCImI= 1.4"0o 1.4400
 
ALUMINA TrXNb (1.CH)- 0.0500 0.0300
 
sUb-AA In.NS (IN.CH)= 0.0190 0.0120
 
EXCIANGE. FAtC I (F. "'T COLD 




PLATE TEM (K) $(0 .,a 213h. 95
 
INLET TEvP (K) ,9a.S 2i0.3o
 
OUTLET I&,Pi ttA I9I.
pooqsa  
HT OIT (F FL-ils) -171.c17 517.1P 





,MSbSELT vl,' 6 .. 4 5 S.5879
eFP , 
HEArTk4okw CUFF I 9. dp A1.9)A 
PPSS OW(I.1-20) 1.09A6 ).754S 
.IENO FTP(I!-h ?,) d. Ont3 n.o0 f66 
FLO KT L./nW ',0.,)0 500.00 
EXCH wEIG"T (Lj u.? 11.60 
FIN LEtGrN (I.) I2.nor 12.000 
LVR LE,'iTH (IN) 12.0f00 12.000 
FIN "FIGhi (1N) 1.p5 0.910 
FIN TMK'Cbj (1NJ) o..115 0.015 
NU-"Ek (IF i I4S S2.0)0 32.00 
FIN E"SILt. 0.IlIIq 0.Uq757 
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54 TE UNITS MODEL NO. CX32-70-31
 
wIRED AS IA HAkALLEL SETS OF 3 UNITS IN SERIES
 
THEWNIELECTRIC DEVICE PHYSICAL OEbCRIPTION
 
HEIGHT LINCH): 0.300 wEIGHT (GRAM)= 21.129 RESISTANCE (flM)= 1.579
 
COLD i*CP PtR TE OFVICE (NATT*SEC/C)= 0.55UE+02
 
HUT M*CP PFR TE OLVICE {dAfl*SEC/C)z 0.2b975E+US
 
COLD,NUT, IJTFWSIAGE CONDUCTIVITY (wATT/SQ IN/C)= 6.3,o 6.3, 20.0
 
T.E. mArEWIAL COmm COMm
 
COUPLE OISTPIAuIlOi= 70.00 31.00
 
PELLET ,ilDTN (INCH)= 0.0550 0.0450 
PELLET LENGTH (INCH)= 0.0630 0.1510 
STAGE AREA (SO INCH)= _- _*(a*o0 .1.a00 
ALUMINA THKNS (INCH)= 0.030 O 0.0300 
BUS-6AR 1HKS (INCH)= 0.0150 0.03 0 
EXCHANGER FACIUR HOT COLD 
FLUID TYPE &ATER 60%EG 
__PLATE IEMP_(K) .. 30A.M7 289.52 
_INC tI4P () 29".30 ?9a.30 
OUTLET IEAP (K) 500.A3 292.39 
HT 0T OF FLDL4) -1720.81 521.18 
PLT-PLT LUSS (A) 2.7 2.73 
PRANDTL NURER '.3327 41.1114? 
REYOULOS NUMiER (o.70 - h6.49 
NIJSSELT 7JUMIRE. 6.4945' 5.8258 
HEAT TNSFR CUEF 124.4467 94.9690 
PRSS 0RP(IN h2u) 0.0q86 3.8236 
BEND FTX(IN H20) t).0013 0.0922 
FLOt RT (LH/H) 50.00 70n.00 
EXCH nEIGHT 
FIN LEMT1 
(La)(IN) U1.75 12.000 11.6012.000 
LVR LENGTH (N) 12.000 1.000 
FIN HtIGHI (IN) 1.2n5 0.514 
FIN IHK4GS ( Ij) 0.015 0.015 
NUm4ER OF FINS 32.o0 32.00 
. F.IN ?.PSILUN 0.71194 0.3 0qq9 . . ........... . 
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